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The network and the
relationships you acquire
David L. Lawry, P.E.
APWA President

O

n August 5, 2018, the Board of
Directors elected David Lawry
to fill the unexpired term of the
office of President-Elect due to
the resignation of the 2017-2018
President-Elect. In compliance with APWA
Bylaws, candidates for this office came from
current Regional Directors and Directors-atLarge. Lawry became APWA President on
August 26 at PWX in Kansas City.
Lawry was in his final year as the AtLarge Director for Engineering and Technology, a board position he had held since
2012. In his At-Large capacity, he was
liaison to the Engineering and Technology Committee, the Utilities and Public
Rights-of-Way Committee, the Asset Management Task Force and the Accreditation
Council. Lawry also served on the board’s
Strategic Planning Committee and the
Finance Committee. He served as Director
of Region V from 2008 to 2011.
On August 20, Lawry became Director of
Municipal Operations at Chastain and
Associates, an engineering consulting
firm located in Schaumburg, Ill. Prior to
joining Chastain and Associates he served
as the Director of Engineering and Public
Works for the Village of Schaumburg, Ill.,
and retired on August 17. He was formerly
the Director of Village Operations for the
Village of Wauconda, Ill., and the Public
Services Director for the City of Elgin, Ill.,
a position he held for 23 years.
Lawry has been a member of the Chicago
Metro Chapter’s Executive Committee
since 1999 and has served in each of the
officer positions at both the branch and
chapter levels, including Chapter President in 2007 and Chapter Delegate in
2008. He has served on various chapter
committees and remains on the steering
2
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committee for the Illinois Public Service
Institute. Along with his service to APWA,
Lawry is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers and the American
Water Works Association. He was a Top
Ten Public Works Leaders of the Year
recipient in 2012.
As has become tradition, each new
APWA President is interviewed by the
APWA Reporter at the beginning of each
presidential term. Our new president was
interviewed on August 7 in APWA’s headquarters office in Kansas City.
How did you get into public works?
Not on purpose, I can tell you that. I
was going to the University of Wisconsin-Madison and graduated with a
civil engineering degree in 1985. My
emphasis was structural engineering.
I started out with a structural engineering firm in Chicago, Sargent &
Lundy. It was a very large firm when I
first got there, and they were hiring a
lot of engineers to come in and help
them out. At the time they had several
nuclear plants they were working on
for Commonwealth Edison. In my
naiveté of the day, I didn’t understand
that they were just staffing up to get
things done and that things were
going to change rather quickly. After
about ten or eleven months a lot of
engineers were being let go, depending
on how you were doing for the firm.
I was actually in the Special Projects
Group that got to do some really neat
stuff so I got to linger a bit, but I just
didn’t like where this was going.
Anyway, a college friend of mine who
I had graduated with was working at
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the Illinois DOT at the time, and they
were hiring. So, I interviewed and got
a job there rather quickly which was
good because it was in Schaumburg,
where I was living at the time. I stayed
there for not quite three years, working
in programming, design and construction. Another coworker there at the
time suggested that I apply for the
Elgin job, because by then my wife and
I had bought a house and were living
in Elgin. I went and talked to the Public
Works Director at the time, interviewed
and got the job, and started out as a
staff engineer there. So that’s a long
answer to a simple question, but that’s
when I started in public works. That
was 1989, and by 1996 I was Public
Works Director, so I was able to move
up rather quickly. Through some subsequent management changes and structural changes, I ultimately became the
Public Services Director which oversaw
the departments of Public Works, Parks
and Recreation, Water, and Building
Maintenance. I stayed there for 23
years and left in 2012.

Elgin is where I got my start with
APWA. I became a member in 1989,
but my first conference wasn’t until
Minneapolis in 1997 since I didn’t get
the opportunity to attend until after I
became the director. I became an officer in APWA in 1999 for the Fox Valley
Branch of the Chicago Metro Chapter.

ment tool. When I started out I was in
an island of six desks and we had one
phone to share. No computers. We had
some rudimentary word processing at
the time, but that was in the good old
days when you either hand wrote it or
dictated it and you handed it to a secretary and they typed it up for you.

What are some of the changes that
you have seen in public works? Lots
of changes, some good, some bad.
Certainly technology. Think about
APWA’s five trending technologies, and
that’s just current technologies. At my
current agency, the Village of Schaumburg, we have a drone within our sanitary storm division, so they can use it
to do inspections over ponds and some
of our wetland areas and conservation
areas without having to try to get into
those hard to reach areas. I’m thinking
of GIS and the evolution of mapping
through the years. You pick up your
phone and you have better accuracy
using Google Maps than you had
when we first started using aerials for
any kind of effective project manage-

I think the unfortunate consequence of
the technology is that the efficiencies
gained means less labor needed, so you
lose personnel. That’s good and bad. It’s
good in the aspect that labor is the highest cost of any local agency to the communities we serve, so if you can save a
few positions you’re saving hundreds of
thousands of dollars a year. But I think
technology has also hurt the ability and
opportunity for others to get into public
works because the technology means
fewer jobs than before.
How about some of your major
accomplishments over the years? In
Elgin we built a large recreation center
that was part of a multifaceted riverfront redevelopment effort. Elgin, like
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a lot of river towns, turned its back to
the river because you built industry,
you used it for power, you used it for
production, and it became a wasteland.
So, in the mid-’90s, there was an effort
that began to start recovering that area
by buying abandoned properties and
face the river and make it a community
asset. It was the largest capital project
the city ever did, a $42 million project.
We did a large water treatment expansion. At the time when I started in
Elgin they had a 16 million-per-gallon
treatment capacity and we doubled
that, so we effectively added twice the
capacity of the plant. I had good staff
managing the project, but this project
provided me the opportunity to learn
about surface water treatment.
In Schaumburg my greatest accomplishment was putting together an
innovative approach to street pavement management, using condition
assessments and some innovative pavement design. It was a very multifaceted
program that capitalized on efficiencies
to stretch dollars.
Other accomplishments? I can think of
a number of people who I worked with,
and in some cases mentored, who are
either in director positions now in some
agencies or have gone on to get advanced
degrees. I would say my work with staff,
helping to develop people, would be
among my greater accomplishments.
What have been your highlights with
APWA? I don’t think of my individual
accomplishments, I think of what the
board has been able to accomplish. I
think about the search for the Executive Director [Scott Grayson]. That was
one of the more difficult challenges the
board has had. We landed with Scott
through a very good, effective process.
We had some good people championing
that for us, a couple past presidents that
came in and helped with that, and that
worked out very well. We had a unanimous choice for Executive Director, and
I think Scott’s been doing a great job for
us. I like what we’re doing now.
Another accomplishment, again not
an individual accomplishment but one
with the board, was dealing with the
4
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effects of the recession and impacts
on association revenue. Memberships
were dropping, reserves were being
impacted. I credit Ron Calkins [Past
President] a lot with the financial
stability that we now enjoy because
Ron’s vision at the time as the Finance
Committee chair helped bring us back
through and helped us be a little more
structured in our approach to revenues.
I think we’re in a tremendous financial
condition right now.
Who have been your mentors and
who inspires you? One of the first
people that comes to mind, not truly
a mentor but he’s a peer, Joe Evers. He
is the one who suggested that I interview for Elgin. Joe and I both started as
staff engineers with Elgin. There was
an opportunity shortly thereafter that
a Civil Engineer II position opened
up. Joe and I both applied for it, and
they gave us each a promotion. We’ve
remained very close friends, and he’s
watching my dog right now [laughs]
while my wife and I are here [at APWA
headquarters in Kansas City].
Jim Kristiansen, the new Public Works
Director at Elgin, helped develop a lot
of the skills that I learned as a project
manager and a project engineer. He
ultimately helped set me up to become
the director.
Two other gentlemen who I think are
successful in their own rights: Clay
Pearson, he’s now the City Manager in
Pearland, Texas, and then Eric Stuckey,
he’s the City Manager in Franklin,
Tennessee. Both started out as budget
directors, became Assistant City Managers with Elgin, and in terms of my
budget skills, Eric was a very good budget director and I learned a lot about
budgeting. It’s not just about numbers
and adding and subtracting, it’s about
how you develop budgets, how do you
sell a budget to the community, how
do you understand what the community is looking for, are you bringing
forth an effective budget that’s going
to challenge the organization but also
respond well to what the community’s
needs are. Clay was great with dealing
with community, he had a very good
knack for dealing with people.
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My ultimate mentor? My grandfather. I grew up in a large family. My
grandfather had four daughters. His
first two grandchildren were girls,
and then I came along. I was spoiled
rotten [laughs]. I did everything with
him. I fished and hunted with him. He
taught me how to be a sportsman, a
gentleman, a good person. So, Grandpa
Becker was the ultimate mentor.
What is the greatest benefit you see
in being a member of APWA? Oh,
that’s easy. It’s the network and the
relationships you acquire. That seems
like a very common response to the
question, but people don’t understand the value of these things. Jim
Kristiansen, I mentioned who was one
of my mentors, didn’t participate in
these organizations. He didn’t see the
value in it. Nobody possesses all of the
knowledge and the skills necessary to
do their job, but collectively, when you
look at a group of individuals within
APWA and your peers within the
organization, that group collectively
knows everything. There’s that old saying that imitation is the sincerest form
of flattery. Given the challenges that
we all have in doing more with less,
anytime you can find somebody that
has already done something that you
can replicate, it makes it easier for you.
It’s developing those relationships, it’s
having those people that you can rely
on when you’re challenged. It’s not
just professional peers, but you develop
friendships that will last a lifetime.
I’m always disappointed when I hear
people that just don’t recognize that,
it makes no sense to me. And for what,
what is our membership, two hundred
dollars a year? Come on, you can’t buy
a better network than APWA for two
hundred bucks a year. We’re engaged
with communities, we’re part of communities, we interact. We’re not in a
factory building widgets. We’re part
of a very intricate network of communities that we have to work within
and work with, and be challenged by.
People ask me what I like about public
works, and I say the variety. No one day
is the same.

THE

FUTURE
PATH OF…

Public Works
Professionals
is now in

FOCUS!

To get eligibility requirements,
costs, applications and other
information visit the
certification webpage at:

www.apwa.net

APWA is excited to announce the new
Certified Public Works Professional program!
The Certified Public Works Professional
(CPWP) designation has two levels:
Supervision Level (CPWP-S) •
Management Level (CPWP-M) •
The Certified Public Works ProfessionalSupervision (CPWP-S) recognizes individuals in
the public works field who have the knowledge
and experience to become supervisors in a public
works organization. It is targeted to front-line
employees, first-line supervisors and crew leaders,
or others who wish to advance.
The Certified Public Works ProfessionalManagement (CPWP-M) recognizes individuals
in the public works field who have the knowledge
and experience to manage organizations within
a public works department. It is targeted to
current supervisors who desire to move to
management positions, mid-level managers and
superintendents who wish to advance.

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE NEWS

City of Dublin staff getting the leaf machines ready for
the fall. “Preventive maintenance now so that we don’t
have to worry during the season. Planning,” says
Darryl Syler, Director of Fleet Management.

So you are the new fleet manager.

NOW WHAT?

Darryl Syler, CPFP
Director of Fleet Management
City of Dublin, Ohio
Chair, APWA Fleet Services Committee
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I

often run into folks who have
become the fleet manager for
their organization by default.
Next person up. Often this is
because of the need to get someone in
place in a hurry and have them train
as they go. The organization may not
have had a succession plan in place or

/
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needed to fill the void left by retirement. So now what?
APWA has so many opportunities in
place to help organizations train the
new fleet manager and often they get
overlooked. APWA has many resources
in place to help fleet managers and

many mentors to reach out to so they
don’t have to reinvent the wheel per
se. A good place to start would be the
APWA bookstore and look at the helpful material that is located there as
well as reach out to the Fleet Services
Committee and ask for assistance. No
reason to go it alone. There are so many
mentors here to help. Don’t hesitate to
reach out.
Even if you are a public works director and are looking for a little help
in getting your fleet pointed in the
right direction, reach out to APWA or
someone on the Fleet Services Committee. That’s what we are here for. If
we can’t help you, chances are we know
someone who can.
Once you have been in the position a
while and are wanting to learn more

and become a Certified Public Fleet
Professional, we can help with that.
The CPFP is an awesome learning experience and is very helpful in promoting
yourself and your fleet. There are many
CPFPs across the U.S. and Canada who
can assist you and answer your questions. All are working in the fleet field
actively or recently retired and have a
passion for helping newcomers achieve
a successful career in the fleet industry.
I often reach out to my mentors and
ask questions on how to handle a
situation. They have been in the fleet
industry a while and offer great guidance. I have been blessed to have great
folks around me and have been able
to pass along what I have learned. We
have a succession plan now and are
always seeking further learning with all

of our staff. One of the keys for success
is to not become complacent in what
you do because our fleet changes by
the minute. Always seek out conferences and seminars to better yourself
and your staff. APWA offers so many
opportunities for this.
Please feel free to reach out to anyone
on the Fleet Services Committee for
help. We are all here to succeed and
give back to others. No need to “reinvent the wheel.”
Remember, always train and reach out.
Don’t go it alone!
Darryl Syler can be reached at (614) 4104757 or jsyler@dublin.oh.us.
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Lincoln AV shuttle
Matt Harper, Education Manager, American Public Works Association, Kansas City, Missouri

T

he City of Lincoln, Nebraska
has certainly done its homework; and now it is ready for
the exam. The homework
was research focused on the
city’s growth and how that growth
affected the city’s transit system. The
research, concluded in 2016, showed a
26% increase in ridership. The research
also pointed out increased transit usage
would likely continue. In addition
to the research, Lincoln city officials
recognized the city was equipped
with broadband traffic management
infrastructure, a technology required
to support new innovations in transportation. Lincoln’s homework was not

8
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limited to research and technical observations; it has an innovation first-type
attitude—an attitude and approach
that is not afraid to fail as long as
knowledge is gained along the way.
This mindset and knowledge base had
Lincoln prepared to ace a very interesting exam. The exam came in the form
of a French-built autonomous vehicle,
also known as an AV shuttle.
The shuttle is currently on loan from
Bloomberg Philanthropies. Bloomberg awarded Lincoln a grant aimed at
solving problems facing cities today.
Lincoln’s assignment is to demo the
shuttle, develop a plan to implement

/
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the shuttle, gather feedback from
the community, and report back to
Bloomberg. Lincoln is competing with
34 other cities within the Bloomberg
grant, and the grand prize is $5 million
to implement the respective autonomous vehicle plan.
Lincoln does not want to simply add
a new shuttle to their fleet; Lincoln
wants to show the world how autonomous vehicles can operate effectively
and how the new technology can positively impact a community. Lincoln
city officials and Mayor Chris Beutler
believe the driverless vehicle can transport people around their downtown

Lincoln believes it can pave the way
for not only autonomous vehicles, but
innovative transportation in mid-size
cities. Parking garages and more roads
no longer seem to be the best longterm solution to Lincoln’s transportation challenges. In fact, Mayor Beutler
thinks driverless shuttles could be in
operation as early as next year. If the

shuttles are transporting people in
Lincoln in 2019, however, they will
be operating with the current transit
options; not replacing them.
The shuttle project’s past is with city
officials, but the people of Lincoln
can greatly impact its future. During
the testing phase citizens were able to

BUILT TO YOUR SATISFAC TION.

The NAVYA autonomous vehicle housed at
the Nebraska Innovation Campus preparing
to take members of the Lincoln, Nebraska
community for a test ride.

Lincoln wants to
show the world
how autonomous
vehicles can operate
effectively and how
the new technology
can positively impact
a community.
area leading to reduced traffic congestion and better air quality. Growth, air
quality, and congestion are common
challenges to public leaders, but Lincoln wants to grow smartly. By using
current infrastructure, new technology, and an open-minded community,
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Lincoln, Nebraska hopes to adopt autonomous
vehicles in 2019 to enhance their existing
transit options.

test-ride the vehicle, learn about the
city’s vision for autonomous vehicles
in their community, view the possible routes, and most importantly
provide feedback and ideas to the
project’s managers. Eager citizens
wanted to know how severe weather
would affect the shuttle service,
what technologies allow the vehicle
to operate without a driver, and of
course, what is the cost. Unfortunately, cost is not yet determined. Bottom
line: People want to know how the
new technology can, and eventually
will, change their day-to-day lives.
There are times when technology
appeals to the masses and is instantly
consumed by large quantities of
people, but oftentimes new technology is seen as too risky, an overreach,
or even intimidating. For many civic
leaders the autonomous vehicle is
too far in the future to be considered
a solution, but for Lincoln, Nebraska,
the new technology is an opportunity to try something new, and possibly be a benchmark city for innovative transportation.

Thoughts about AV from a P.E.
E

ver wonder how a “driverless”
vehicle navigates streets full of
pavement markings, signs, signals,
sounds and other stimuli that require
full attention from a human brain? I
sure have. Here’s a few of the interesting things I learned while visiting
Lincoln, NE and observing their Navya
Autonom Shuttle pilot AV program:
•

Pavement markings – don’t need
them. The Navya Shuttle uses
near-survey-grade GPS points to
navigate its programmed routes.

•

Traffic signals – need them but not
in the sense a human does. Vehicle
to Infrastructure (V2I) communication lets the shuttle know the
signal phase.

•

Pedestrian interaction – Cameras
and LIDAR detect obstructions
such as pedestrians and animals*
as well as stationary objects and do
a great job of stopping the vehicle.
Objects under 12 inches are not
detected (sorry *squirrels).

•

Are these just driverless busses? – While busses follow a strict
route and schedule, these smaller
shuttles are envisioned to one day
operate more like an Uber/Lyft or
taxi service. Call or use a smart-

Matt Harper can be reached at (816)
595-5220 or mharper@apwa.net.
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phone to bring the shuttle to you
and drop you off at your destination. Such a service could be a
boon to elderly or disabled persons
and help solve the First/Last Mile
conundrum often associated with
mass transportation.

Interesting stuff, but questions remain
for me, and not all related to people
moving. For instance:
•

Would it be possible to equip these
already-high-tech machines with
software and sensors to obtain
pavement condition data or perform sign inventory and condition
assessments?

•

Could real-time notifications be
sent to plows and salt trucks to
target slick spots?

I think the possibilities for this technology are myriad but first things first.
Are you prepared? This tech is not
something that might happen someday—it’s here now. If you’re not already
in-the-know about AV, do yourself a
favor and start the learning process
because it may be in your town soon.
Contributed by Stephen Miller, P.E., APWA
Accreditation Manager, (816) 595-5295,
smiller@apwa.net.

Back row: Supervisor Mike Donahoe, Project Engineer
Phil Becker, Project Engineer Paschal Smith, APWA
Region VI Director Chuck Williams; middle row: Public
Works Director Mike Krass, Public Works Supervisor
Justin Elliott, Assistant Public Works Director Steve
Welch, Engineering Administrative Assistant Margie
Sullivan; front row: Operations Administrative
Assistant Melissa Paith, Public Works Supervisor
Justin Paith and Stormwater Engineer Lorie Crandall.

Raymore Public Works:
Model Agency
Melissa McGhee, Communications Specialist, City of Raymore, Missouri

I

n addition to becoming the
nation’s 127th and state of Missouri’s eighth APWA accredited
agency on July 30, 2017, the City
of Raymore’s Public Works Department was recognized for having five
model practices that will be used as a
guide for other public works agencies
throughout the country.
The Public Works Department received
the distinguished Accreditation award
from APWA Region VI Director Chuck
Williams, PWLF, during a presentation
at the City Council meeting on August
14, 2017.
“I have seen agencies with one or two
model practice awards, but to have
five in one department is truly an
achievement,” Williams said. “You
should be proud of your staff and all
their hard work.”

The model practices awards given by
APWA were for the following models: HR
Management–Individualized Training
Report; HR Management–ADA Compliance; Project Management–Inspection;
Stormwater & Flood Management–Water
Quality Goals; and Traffic Operations–
Policy & Procedures Manual.
The official application for accreditation was submitted by Public Works
Director Mike Krass after nearly two
years of self-evaluation and careful
planning by Raymore Public Works
employees. Operations Administrative
Assistant Melissa Paith managed the
APWA accreditation process.
A team of public works professionals
from around the country evaluated
a complete review of Raymore Public
Works operations, interviewed City
staff, and toured the community durwww.apwa.net

/

ing a June 2017 site visit. Within a day
and a half, 406 practices were found to
be fully compliant, resulting in 100%
compliance with the recommended
practices set forth by the APWA
accreditation program.
“To be a first-time agency and be fully
compliant really highlights the incredible people in our department and the
level of professional service they provide
to our community on a daily basis,”
Krass said. “The plaque is great, but having the recognition that staff from all
departments worked so well together to
really fine-tune our practices in earning
the model practices awards showcases
how we work as a high-performing and
well-run organization.”
Melissa McGhee can be reached at (816)
892-3002 or MMcGhee@Raymore.com.
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Ventura County Chapter makes a
difference with student scholarships
Jay T. Spurgin, P.E., Public Works Director, City of Thousand Oaks, California; Ventura County Chapter Delegate

G

olf is not a team sport, as its
success is based on individual effort that requires
planning, focus, and
consistency—all reflected in the final
score. To be successful at golf, you must
practice, keep your head down, and
follow through.
Planning, focus,
and follow-through
(along with many
rounds of golf!) have
ensured the success
of the APWA Ventura County Chapter Student Scholarship Program. Initiated over 10 years
ago as the brainchild of former City
of Oxnard Public Works Director Ken
Ortega, the program raises funds to
assist students seeking college degrees
in the public works field. To support
this effort, Ventura County businesses
and public agencies sponsor an annual
golf tournament that has funded over
$140,000 in scholarships to 120 students attending universities in California and beyond.
A subcommittee of the APWA Ventura
County Chapter organizes the annual
golf tournament, held in the fall of
each year at River Ridge Golf Course
in Oxnard, California. Sponsorships
ranging from $650 hole sponsor to
12
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$1,250 reception sponsor are sought
from consultants, vendors and contractors. A portion of the $75 per-person
tournament fee also goes toward the
sponsorship fund. One hundred fifteen
golfers played in the 2017 tournament,
comprised of 75 private and 40 public
participants, with $11,600 being raised
for the scholarship fund.
The success of the chapter’s scholarship program has been the participation of public works staff in the golf
tournament, which draws sponsorships from the private sector. The
chapter has found that public sector
participation increases when public
works directors within the chapter
commit to playing, and encourage golfers on their staffs to play as well.
To be eligible for a scholarship, students must meet requirements that
include enrolling in college with a
public works-related major such as
civil/mechanical/structural engineering, environmental science, public
administration, or similar. The steps for
awarding individual student scholarships include:
•

Completion of the program
application with a résumé and a
letter of recommendation from a
school/college advisor or employer
supervisor.

/
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•

Submittal of a personal statement
that summarizes the student’s background, interests, achievements,
and career goals.

•

Listing of currently-enrolled-in
and scheduled classes to be taken
in the next 12 months.

The application process involves a
nine-month cycle that ends each April.
Evaluation of applications is performed
by a three-person committee chaired
by Dr. Alex Farassati from the City of
Calabassas, who provides scholarship
recommendations to the full chapter
executive board. Successful applicants
are recognized at a chapter lunch meeting typically in June of each year.
As a 2017, $3,000, college scholarship recipient, Olivia Geesen learned
of the program from her Agoura High
School guidance counselor. Geesen
was accepted to the Colorado School
of Mines majoring in civil engineering. Her goal is to graduate in 2021,
then seek employment as a certified
structural engineer. In the interim, she
is working with APWA chapter staff on
summer internship opportunities in
Ventura County. “The program really
opened my eyes to local job opportunities and what businesses are doing
to give back to students like myself,”
according to Geesen.

Another recent success story is Grant
Barclay, who in 2016 was awarded a
$2,000 college scholarship toward
attending the University of California,
San Diego, where he is now a freshman studying mechanical engineering. Barclay is scheduled to receive his
bachelor’s degree in 2021 and says he
will seek employment in the alternative energy field. He learned about
the scholarship program through a
mentorship opportunity with the Las
Virgenes Municipal Water District
(LVMWD). Barclay, along with other
local high school students interested in
STEM disciplines (science, technology,
engineering and math), applied to the
LVMWD program to become familiar
with water industry careers.
In 2006, Jessica Bailey received a $500
scholarship, which helped her complete her Aerospace Engineering degree
from California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo, (Cal Poly).
Today, Bailey is a principal mechanical
engineer working in the Launch Vehi-

2018 Student Scholarship winners (left to right): Rebecca
Penner, Jasanpreet Pandher, Benjamin Goldman, Kate Robinson,
Johnathan Sham, Nicole Thornton and Kenrick Koo

cle Operations Division of Northrup
Grumman Corp at Vandenburg Air
Force Base in California. She was the
presenter at the August 2018 APWA
Ventura County Chapter meeting.

perfect fit for me as a person on the
STEM path, as I work through high
school and into college. I am very
excited to learn all about public works,”
noted Benjamin Goldman, who will be
majoring in mechanical engineering at
Georgia Institute of Technology.

The 2018 program was a big year for
the chapter scholarship program,
awarding $20,000, ranging from $600
to $2,000 each to 14 students. “The
APWA Scholarship Program was a

“Once I graduate I want to help people
in third-world countries by getting
involved in the Engineers Without Bor-
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ders program,” noted Rebecca Penner,
who will be attending Cal Poly majoring in civil engineering. “I hope to do
this as a registered civil engineer with a
focus on sustainability or environmental engineering,” added Penner.
“In addition to being lucky enough to
be awarded an APWA scholarship, I was
also able to job shadow with City of
Thousand Oaks Public Works Director
Jay Spurgin,” said Kenrick Koo, a 2018
scholarship recipient. “I got to see what
he and his team do on a typical day and
the variety of projects and programs he
and his department manage.” Kenrick
will be attending Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo majoring in civil engineering.
Some of the colleges this year’s recipients will be attending include University of California Los Angeles, University
of California Berkley, Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo and San Diego State University, according to APWA 2018 Chapter
President Henrik Nazarian. “We will
continue to reach out to local high
schools and colleges to keep this program going and thriving. This defines
what it means to showcase the Power of
Public Works!” Nazarian added.

2018 scholarship recipient Nicole Thornton with APWA Ventura County
Chapter President-Elect Scott Meckstroth

Jay Spurgin can be reached at (805) 4492444 or jspurgin@toaks.org.

Student scholarships awarded by the APWA Ventura County Chapter since 2009 have averaged about 12 per year, including 14 scholarships in 2018.
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From the diary of a PWX 2018 speaker
Kimberly Strong, Public Information Specialist, City of Chattanooga, Tennessee; Member, APWA Diversity Committee
rang out to the Diversity Committee
members for possible PWX presentation ideas. So there it was, after serving
on several committees with our local
and state chapter committees, I knew
that I had to step up to the plate and
make my pitch. I was instantly reminded that the competition of abstracts
would be extremely tough on the
national level. One of my goals for my
abstract submission was for it to bring a
bit of diversity to the normal round of
sessions being presented during PWX.

Kimberly Strong

O

ne of the most rewarding things
for an APWA member, in my
opinion, is to have the opportunity to be a speaker during our
annual PWX conference.

I have had the pleasure of attending
several PWX conferences, going back
to when our conference was titled the
APWA International Public Works
Congress & Exposition. After attending
my first Congress, I told myself that I
knew that somehow I would one day be
a part of APWA’s history by becoming a
speaker at the national Congress.
Fast forward several years. After our
Public Works Department achieved its
accreditation, I was selected to be on
the Accreditation Evaluator Team for
APWA as well as the much-appreciated
nomination and acceptance to serve
on APWA’s Diversity Committee. A call

Out of the several presentation ideas
from the committee, the committee agreed that my presentation idea
would be one of our submissions to
the PWX conference committee. Now
my internal mind was turning. Out of
the thousands of presentation ideas
submitted, would my idea actually
make the cut on a national level? I was
so excited when I received the e-mail
from Nahid Paiman, the Diversity
Committee National Liaison, that my
abstract was accepted! My session topic
was chosen as a “Happy Hour Jam:
Anyone Want to Throw Some Shade?
What is Said in Kansas City…Stays in
Kansas City.” Diversity-based questions
will be presented to the attendees. The
attendee who answers the question has
two minutes to answer and then we are
on to the next question. The fun part
is hearing perspectives from various
points of views and only having two
minutes to answer. A sample of a question that could be asked is: Has your
agency been faced with any concerns
www.apwa.net
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with a more seasoned worker working
with the “millennial” employee?
Now the fun part began: documents
to sign, verification of attendance,
additional speakers, room request
logistics, etc. The biggest question I had
now was, will attendees come to our
session? What will they think? Please
don’t let it be boring to anyone.
My fellow Diversity Committee
members all have shown their support
and assistance. Laura Dewalt Brown,
Accreditation Manager of Bowling
Green, Kentucky, and my very own Public Works Administrator, Justin Holland,
will be co-presenters along with a few
Diversity Committee members.
Now I have to make sure that I remember all of the reasons why I wanted to
be a PWX speaker in the first place. I
aim to make sure that the session is
diverse, interactive, informative and
most of all memorable, as one of the
sessions you haven’t experienced during PWX before.
By the time this article is featured,
PWX will be over for 2018 and everyone will be gearing up to attend PWX
2019 in Seattle, Washington. I am
hoping to follow up this article with
a report on how our PWX session
went and encourage all of our APWA
members to step outside of the box
and submit an abstract for PWX. It’s an
incredible journey.
Kimberly M. Strong can be reached at
(423) 643-6187 or kstrong@chattanooga.
gov.
September 2018
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IN & AROUND APWA

From left to right: The Honourable Steven
Blaney, Member of Parliament from Quebec;
Terry Sheehan, Member of Parliament from
Ontario: Scott Grayson, APWA/CPWA Executive
Director; Bo Mills, APWA President; Ted Falk,
Member of Parliament from Manitoba; and
Congressman Rick Larsen from Washington

APWA/CPWA host U.S.-Canada Infrastructure Roundtable

O

n July 18, APWA and CPWA hosted a U.S.-Canada
Infrastructure Roundtable in Washington, D.C. for
policymakers from the U.S. and Canada to exchange ideas
about the important topic of infrastructure. The event
featured Mr. Grover Burthey, United States Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Transportation Policy, and eight members
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of the U.S. Congress and Canadian Parliament. APWA
President Bo Mills welcomed participants and APWA/CPWA
Executive Director Scott Grayson moderated the discussion.
The event was sponsored by the U.S. House Public Works
and Infrastructure Caucus.

WASHINGTON INSIGHT

Public Works: A strong
voice advocating for a
diverse and inclusive
workforce
Nahid Paiman, Associate, American Public Works Association; Washington, D.C.

T

he APWA national Diversity and Inclusion (D and
I) Committee is responsible for advancing diversity
issues throughout the association, placing value
on all individuals and the different perspectives of
those individuals, and promoting the process for all
to feel included as part of the APWA team. Justin Miller, the
committee’s chair, emphasizes, “Diversity and Inclusion is
a mentality, a cultural movement, and organizations won’t
reap the benefits if D and I are merely treated as something
to ‘check off’ a list. A diverse and inclusive workplace reflects
the community it serves and helps us to be more innovative,
to better understand needs, empower the workforce, increase
satisfaction and pride of the organization, and provides our
organizations with a broader skill set.”
To fulfill its responsibilities, the D and I Committee organizes several events at PWX each year to generate conversation
and bring the importance of an inclusive workforce to light
through discussions, follow-up actions, education programs
and other solutions suggested by APWA members. For
instance, at the “First-Timers” breakfast at PWX members of
the D and I Committee host new members to make sure they
are knowledgeable about PWX events and their whereabouts
in a new city. Additionally, the Board Liaison to the committee provides an overview of APWA services and benefits for
the members. We bring in guest speakers with an expertise
in diversity as we get to the heart of what it really means to
be an inclusive workplace. Attendees at the breakfast have an

opportunity to discuss real-world scenarios affecting their
workplace and, as a group, find impactful solutions.
Also, during PWX, the D and I Committee typically hosts
two education sessions and a happy hour jam to provide a
less formal and more conversational environment for APWA
members to share their knowledge, experiences, challenges
and success stories. It is the committee’s goal to make sure
all APWA members feel welcome throughout the association
and have a strong voice in advocating for a workforce that is
diverse and inclusive.
In addition to its national programs and activities, the D and I
Committee works closely with APWA Chapter Diversity Committees. As an example, the Washington State Chapter Diversity Committee initiated a “Diversity Pledge” challenge for
the advancement of diversity and inclusion in the workplace.
In collaboration with APWA leadership and the National
APWA D and I Committee, the “Diversity Pledge” challenge is
now a national challenge where all APWA chapters are invited
to participate. A result of this challenge will be announced
at PWX 2019 in Seattle, Washington. The Washington State
Chapter President, Scott Egger, P.E., states, “Understanding
the success of a diverse team is simple. A diverse team will
have different life experiences that will produce different
approaches and new ideas at work. It is easy to understand
that innovation and solutions born out of the collaboration of different minds are beneficial to organizations.” The

www.apwa.net
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National Committee for Diversity and
Inclusion is thrilled about the Washington State Chapter’s hard work in raising
awareness and hopes this can be a shining example for other chapters to follow. Striving for an inclusive workforce
will aid greatly in our ability to service
our diverse communities.
As part of future planning, the D and
I Committee has a goal to be part
of an issue brief on Capitol Hill in
Washington, D.C. This brief will be in
conjunction with the APWA Government Affairs team and will focus on
the importance of an inclusive workforce in public works. It is critical that
members of Congress hear from APWA
members about what it means to create a diverse and inclusive labor force.
By taking the opportunity to speak
with policymakers, APWA members,
through our shared experiences, can
achieve a stronger, more inclusive work
environment. By educating elected

officials and policymakers, strong
public policy supportive of diversity
and inclusion will help support these
efforts.
On the local level, it is also important
to not just speak and write, but to act
by educating and advocating to localand state-level policymakers about the
importance of a diverse and inclusive
workforce in the public works profession. APWA chapters with a Diversity
and Inclusion Committee can provide
focus and be a channel for APWA members to advance diversity and inclusion
in their own workplaces. These chapter
committees can also reach out to Members of Congress back in their state to
educate them about why public works
is most successful with a diverse and
inclusive workforce. This will allow for
traditionally under-represented groups
in public works to better connect with
the communities they serve.

The premier public works job board

JUST GOT BETTER!
Make the switch to the newly-redesigned WorkZone
job board for an easier hiring and job search
experience!
· Intuitive, easy-to-navigate design
· Better search
· Job alerts
· Enhanced upgrades help employers
stand out from the crowd
· More tools help job seekers find the
perfect employment opportunity

Get started today at

workzone.apwa.net!
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APWA members can be leaders and
advocates in shaping well-represented, inclusive, and respectful teams.
According to Neil Lenane, “If you do
not intentionally include, you unintentionally exclude.” Advocacy at
the local, state, and national levels is
critical to creating more diverse and
inclusive public works environments.
Public works professionals can initiate
dialogue in the workplace and better
support their peers. Local advocates are
a strong network and sharing effective solutions and practices in creating a diverse and inclusive workforce
is a necessity. It is these diverse and
inclusive public works teams that serve
our communities and promote action
that will help to achieve APWA’s vision,
“advancing quality of life for all.”
Nahid Paiman can be reached at (202)
218-6706 or npaiman@apwa.net.

Flat-Rate Pricing:
$325 Member
$425 Non-Member

GAC INSIGHT

Clark Holland Ryckbost

Why we tell our story
Paul Ryckbost, AICP, P.E., Senior
Consultant, Guernsey, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma; member, APWA
Government Affairs Committee

P

WX 2018 in Kansas City, Mo.,
has come and gone and those
of us in the public works community are filled with renewed
vigor and excitement about leading our
profession and improving the people
we serve. Over the past couple of
PWXs, you’ve had the option to “Tell
Your Story” in video form, and we’ve
also been asking for your written stories
to help tell the story of public works in
your community. But, as you’ve seen
the video booth and heard us ask for
stories, you may wonder why we need
the stories and your input.
When I was thinking about what to
write for our column this month, one
thing was immediately on my mind:
my new son (the third child for my
wife and I). Why we Tell Our Story, and
why the Government Affairs Committee volunteers its time, is to represent
him and all our future generations; we
www.apwa.net
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advocate and Tell Your Story to enable
a prosperous and long life for everyone.
The services we provide may change,
and the way we provide them may
evolve, but the people we serve will still
expect a service, whether it's maintaining mobility to sustaining life through
providing clean water. And, to provide
that service, we need to advocate about
the impact and the needs of public
works; advocating helps secure and
even expand funding, enables new
technologies and methods, and it lets
people know that we’re always there,
working for them.
Mobility will change. The way we move
will begin to change dramatically over
the coming decades. New autonomous
and connected vehicles will shift the
way people move; shared vehicles
and transportation options, such as
scooters and bicycles, will continue to
September 2018
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modify demand for how transportation
networks are designed and maintained.
APWA and public works professionals
will be there – Tell Your Story.
Water and wastewater will change.
Treatment systems and paradigms
will adapt to new needs, new or even
fewer regulations, and new population trends. Urban space premiums
will cause new types of treatment to
be needed, such as distributed micro
treatment plants. APWA and public
works professionals will be there – Tell
Your Story.
Use of rights-of-way (ROW) will
change. Telecommunications, water
and wastewater, stormwater, and transportation networks are rapidly evolving. These changes will drive competition for construction and operations
and maintenance activities within
already crowded rights-of-way. Some
technologies may help remove assets
from the ROW, but others may require
more space and more management.
APWA and public works professionals
will be there – Tell Your Story.

Use of public space and facilities will
change. The grounds and facilities
managed by public works professionals
continue to evolve. The types of parks
that a community desires will shift, the
buildings needed to provide services
will need upgrades, replacement, or
new construction. APWA and public
works professionals will be there – Tell
Your Story.
Climate conditions will change. The
frequency and intensity of storms are
changing, temperatures are swinging
more widely, and urban/rural interface
issues are driving greater impact from
drought-enhanced wildfires and tropical storm systems. The infrastructure
needed to mitigate, respond to, and
recover from these changing climatological paradigms will need overhaul
and investment in the coming years.
APWA and public works professionals
will be there – Tell Your Story.
How we work will change. Technology,
budget crunches, and new generations
in the workforce will alter the way we
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work. The public works community is
adept at shifting to provide “more with
less,” and that mantra will likely never
change. Technology will drive innovation and efficiency, as will the need to
meet budget constraints. New generations in the workforce will drive us to use
new ideas and new forms of communication to provide the services we provide.
APWA and public works professionals
will be there – Tell Your Story.
The individual policy priorities will
change, but we will still advocate. We
will adapt. But, to do so, we need you
to tell your stories, to talk about the
daily opportunities and challenges
that you see as you provide service to
your communities. Each story carries
with it personal weight; politically, a
compelling story can help to persuade
an elected official even more than facts
and figures. Putting a face, or many
faces, to a story about a public works
situation helps APWA promote the
profession and the end goals with a
personal touch. We need you.
“Tell Your Story” is the place for you,
the members of APWA and CPWA, to
share your knowledge. Describe your
successes, challenges, and experiences
educating and advocating for public
works in your community. Let readers
know what it truly means to be a
public works professional and what
it takes to provide quality-of-life
services like clean drinking water, safe
roadways and bridges, and planning
for, responding to, and rebuilding after
emergency events. No one can tell
your story better than you! To Tell Your
Story, please go to: https://www.apwa.
net/MYAPWA/Government_Affairs/
Tell_Your_Story/MyApwa/Apwa_
Public/Govt_Affairs/TellYourStory/
Guidelines.aspx
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stories, please go to:

https://www.apwa.net/MYAPWA/
Government_Affairs/Tell_Your_Story/
MyApwa/Apwa_Public/Govt_Affairs/
TellYourStory/StoryList.aspx
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C: 56

SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA
A winter aerial shot of the town shows how geographically
spread out the community is, making a traditional
bus service a less-than-ideal solution for solving the
community’s transit woes.

The New Transit?
Innisfil’s Uber experiment is paying off for the community
Andrew Macklin, Editor, ReNew
Canada magazine, Toronto, Ontario

Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

M

ore than a year has passed
since the world learned of
the quiet town of Innisfil’s
plan to introduce an Uberbased transit system to solve its mobility woes, rather than rely on traditional
bussing to move people around. And if
the results of the first eight months of
the program are any indication, it may
have been the wisest fiscal decision in
the town’s recent history.
In March, the town announced that
from May 2017 to February 2018, over
3,400 users had completed more than
26,700 trips. To give that some perspective, Innisfil’s current population is
approximately 36,500, so almost one
in 10 residents used the service at least
once, and the users took an average
www.apwa.net
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of 7.85 trips over those eight months.
Over 1,300 drivers participated in
those same eight months. And based
on estimates, the town believes it saved
more than $8 million versus equivalent
door-to-door bus service. Instead, the
Town of Innisfil invested just $100,000,
used to subsidize fares.

It all happened so fast
It’s been less than three years since the
Town carried out its Transit Feasibility
Study. Located 80 kilometres north of
Toronto and nestled against the western shore of Lake Simcoe, the town’s
36,500 (and growing) population is
sprawled throughout a wide swath of
land, making traditional bus service
that much more difficult to facilitate.
September 2018
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At least, that’s what they discovered
when examining fixed-route bus service
following the completion of the study.
During budget 2016 deliberations, it
was determined that bus service would
come at a cost of $270,000 for a single
bus, or $610,000 for two buses, but that
service would still be very limited based
on the geographic expanse of the community. In June of 2016, municipal staff
presented a report to Council suggesting
that an investigation into on-demand
transit be undertaken. A Request for
Expressions of Interest soon followed.

The success of the
program in Innisfil
couldBestbe
the spark
value is most often achieved
when a focus is placed on finding
that stokes
the
fire
the most innovative
and effective
long-term solution to a design
problem during the
design phase.
for similar
transit
projects across
Canada
That’s when the first conversation
happened with Uber, according to
the company’s public policy manager
for Toronto, Chris Schafer: “The Town
of Innisfil called us in 2016 and said
‘we have some challenges here in the
town. We’ve got a municipality with
a large amount of geography [...] but
not a very dense population. Can we
work together in a creative way to
address the mobility challenges that
the town faces?’”
Uber was excited for the opportunity
and, as it turned out, was the only company that could provide an app-based
platform that facilitates ridesharing.
As a result, the Town of Innisfil chose
Uber to operate its on-demand transit
service starting in May of last year.

Location priorities
In Phase 1 of the project, users were
offered the chance to access certain key
22
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locations in the community using the
Uber-Innisfil Transit service or through
the web platform. The cost of each ride
was set at a fixed cost, but Innisfil Transit users also qualify to save $5 on trips
to, from, or within Innisfil. The initial
flat-fee locations offered were:
•

$3 for any trip to/from Innisfil Recreational Complex/Town Hall area;

•

$4 for any trip to/from closest GO
bus stop along Yonge Street (the
primary road used by Metrolinx for
GO bus service in the region);

•

$5 for any trip to/from Barrie
South GO train station (which
offers rush hour service to and
from Toronto’s Union Station);
and

•

$5 for any trip to/from Innisfil
Heights Employment Area and
Highway 400 carpool lot.

“Through Tim Cane (manager of
land use planning), Paul Pentikainen
(senior policy planner), and our
planning department, and talking to
people in the community, those were
the first areas we looked at and were
very successful,” said Innisfil Mayor
Gord Wauchope.
Phase 2 of the service, launched in
March of this year, added two more key
locations to the service:
•

$3 for any trip to/from the Innisfil
ideaLAB and Library, Lakeshore
branch (967 Innisfil beach Road.);
and

•

$3 for any trip to/from the South
Innisfil Community Centre
(Lefroy).

Both locations are well travelled by the
community, but both also represent strategic spots with other attractions nearby.

New opportunities
The success of the program in Innisfil could be the spark that stokes the
fire for similar transit projects across
Canada. According to Schafer, the project has generated interest throughout
Canada and around the world.
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In urban areas, the use of Uber as a
microtransit or ridesharing solution
is already gaining momentum. One
month before launching the Uber
program in Innisfil, both Brampton
and Scarborough welcomed uberPool,
which is a ridesharing system that
provides riders going in the same direction to share the cost of the trip. In the
case of both of these communities, the
ridesharing is focused on the first mile/
last mile transit solution, providing
users with the chance to travel up to
10 kilometres to and from one of the
nearby GO transit stations. The initial
flat fee for the service was $5.
“We’re looking at engaging cities to
explore partnerships, and to compliment transit work already being done,”
Schafer said.
Andrew Macklin is the editor of ReNew
Canada magazine.

SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA

Drones are becoming an essential tool in the
creation of 3D site models, especially in cases
where some of the terrain is difficult to access.

Siting Success
Jason Haas, Director of Civil and
Infrastructure Alternative Projects,
and Ivanka Iordanova, Director
of Innovation, Virtual Design
and Construction, Pomerleau,
Montreal, Quebec
Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

Using 3D modelling to build
better infrastructure

T

he construction sector is often
described as lagging when it
comes to new technology and
innovation. Large projects
across many asset classes typically
take longer to finish than scheduled
and are often over budget. Construction productivity has not substantially
improved over recent decades compared to many other industries, resulting in often relatively low and volatile
financial returns for contractors.
To this day, there is often a lack of coordination in project planning between
owners, consultants and constructors
and the coordination that is underwww.apwa.net
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taken is often in isolation for many
industry players. Although an increasing number of contracts are offering
incentives for risk-sharing and innovation, performance management still
tends to be inadequate, and procurement practices are unsophisticated for
many industry stakeholders.
But significant long-term benefits
have resulted from substantial investments made by leading constructors
adopting new collaborative digital
methods and technologies such as
BIM/VDC (Building Information
Modeling/Virtual Design and Construction). The benefit of front-end
September 2018
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project planning with construction execution in mind using such
new digital technologies has led to
improved program and project execution, cost and schedule performance.
So what exactly is BIM? It is a collaborative, technology-based approach that
integrates design, construction and the
operation of assets, based on digitallyembedded standards and workflows
during project development, for
enhanced communication and productivity. From a larger perspective, BIM
can be seen as the prerequisite for the
digital transformation of the construction industry.
In its report, Reinventing construction: A
route to higher productivity, the McKinsey Global Institute estimates that the
world will need to spend $57 trillion
on infrastructure by 2030 to keep up
with global GDP growth. This is in
24
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line with the $180 billion of promised funding by the Canadian federal
government over the next 11 years
for new and improved roads, bridges,
ports, terminals, and transit projects
from coast to coast.
This is a massive incentive for players
in the industry to identify and adopt
solutions to transform productivity
and project delivery through new
technologies and improved procurement practices.
On a government project in BC’s lower
interior, Pomerleau used new techniques that integrate comprehensive
BIM approaches, geographic information systems (GIS) and 3D laser scanning to dramatically improve accuracy
and speed in identifying discrepancies
between the provided plans and the
physical worksite reality. If they had
been found later in the project, diver-
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gences in utility locations and ground
conditions would have meant major
changes to project scope and design
and would have created significant
delays. Using interference detection
and constructability validation technologies prior to executing unnecessary expensive field work on the site
enabled Westpro, a division of Pomerleau, to quickly demonstrate deferring
site conditions and subsurface utility
relocation issues and resolve issues
early and at a substantially lower cost.
This project also regularly uses BIM for
excavation quantity take-offs, multidisciplinary coordination, 4D staging and
site logistics optimization.
On a transit project in Ontario, information from existing utilities and the
issue-for-construction (IFC) drawings
of the projected infrastructures were
integrated into a building information

This provides a single source of construction data for all project stakeholders, including the client, consultants
and trades. Virtual reality is also used
by Pomerleau on a significant number of projects and has been proven
to enhance communication with the
client, trades and end-users, and to
improve safety and productivity.

Exponential impacts
In a recent McKinsey study (Imagining construction’s digital future, June
2016), the digitalization of workflows
in the construction industry can help
save more than 20 hours of staff time
per week, cutting down the time to
generate reports by 75 percent, and
speeding up document transmittals by
90 percent when the projects involve
multiple vendors and/or sub-trades. On
a $5 billion rail project, for example,
this can help save more than $100 million according to McKinsey, which will
substantially boost productivity.

The use of SmartUse has enabled field
crews to data-mine latest designs in the
field more efficiently.

model (BIM) and project planning.
This enabled Pomerleau to quickly
identify clashes between planned
new civil infrastructures and existing infrastructures and utilities. The
coordination between all projected
systems and the existing ones is truly
a key issue when working in a very
congested urban environment. The
quickly-identified issues enhanced
optimal project construction phasing, productivity and communication
between the owner, its consultants
and field construction personnel.
In addition, digitizing workflows has
substantial benefits. For example, following very efficient BIM use on three
airport building and civil projects,
Pomerleau is continually enhancing
the digitization and integration of
documents and data workflows, including BIM with numerous stakeholders.

On a current complex transit project,
Pomerleau personnel are a crucial part
of the BIM construction team working
towards the implementation of innovative planning and coordination techniques, collaboratively involving the
subtrades in the process. We are targeting offsite pre-fabrication, automated
workflows and approval measures for
reviews and to enhance site logistics,
among other elements.
The availability of low-cost mobile
connectivity, including tablets and
handheld devices, has ushered in
a new generation of “mobile first”
cloud-based crew-mobility apps that
can be deployed. On a transit project,
for example, with the use of a tablet
and georeferenced utility databases,
one can walk through the streets of a
neighborhood and see underground
gas line locations with a precision level
that will allow us to avoid errors.
For the industry to do better, it needs to
embrace a few key principles:
Transparency and risk sharing in
contracts: Contracts need to be tools
www.apwa.net
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that allow for the fair sharing of risks
and rewards and that help both the
client and proponent team members
to collaborate to succeed. For example,
the City of Kingston recently unveiled
an Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
tender process which is an example of
collaboration among various stakeholders to achieve the target budget
and ideally lower project costs whenever possible through enhanced communication and collaboration among
project stakeholders.
Simplicity and intuitiveness in the use
of new technological tools: At the front
end of a project life-cycle, user interfaces
need to be “construction driven and
friendly” to encourage usage. Pomerleau’s use of SmartUse has enabled field
crews to data-mine latest designs in the
field much more efficiently. With open
Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs), in-house Pomerleau software
developers have built new data-sharing
channels on top of existing software
enhancing functionalities to fill the gaps
in the workflows.
Change management: Organizations
need a clear change story and senior
management needs to communicate why
these changes are important and what
that means for organizational structures,
capabilities, and resourcing. Consultants
need to be part of the solution early on
and clients need to fund such front-end
practices. Together with constructors,
team members will all benefit from
enhanced digital data integration.
In short, the adoption of new technologies and standards creates a gradual
shift in the work culture enabling
a more proactive, less adversarial
approach to communication. As a consequence, traditional project delivery
methods and construction approaches
are gradually being set aside.
Jason Haas is director with the Civil and
Infrastructure Alternative Projects team at
Pomerleau. Ivanka Iordanova is director of
innovation, virtual design, and construction at Pomerleau.
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SPOTLIGHT ON CANADA
While newer communities may not feature lead
anywhere in their water infrastructure, cities
built before 1950 often have thousands of
homes that still rely on lead service lines.

LEAD SERIOUS
A shift in federal guidelines on lead in drinking water
will require a new approach to service delivery
Jeff Charrois, Ph.D., Senior Manager, Scientific Services, and Steve Craik, Ph.D., Director of Quality Assurance and
Environment, EPCOR, Edmonton, Alberta
Content provided by:
https://renewcanada.net
https://watercanada.net

S

ome older Canadian homes
still have lead water pipes,
posing an important and
complex public health challenge. About one percent of water service lines in Edmonton, most of which
were built before 1960, are still lead
on the utility’s side. At that time, lead
was an option available to homebuilders for water lines. Today, the preferred
materials are copper and plastic.
One of EPCOR’s top priorities is to
protect the health of people in more
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than 80 communities in western
Canada where we provide water and
wastewater services. Since 2008,
EPCOR has been proactively addressing lead concerns through engaging
in research, educating customers, and
replacing lead service lines. So, when
Health Canada solicited feedback on
an update to its guidelines on lead in
drinking water, EPCOR got involved.
Health Canada’s 2017 “Consultation
on Lead in Drinking Water” proposed
a couple of significant changes:

•

Lowering the maximum acceptable concentration (MAC) for lead
in drinking water from 10 mg/L
(μg/L) to 5 mg/L; and

•

Applying the proposed MAC to
water samples taken at the tap.

“At the tap” is important because when
drinking water leaves a treatment
plant, it typically contains no measurable level of lead. Lead at the tap in the
home comes mainly from lead service
lines. Plumbing components on the
customer’s side can also contribute—in
some cases significantly. Currently in
Canada, lead is regulated as it leaves the
treatment plant or within the distribution system, not at the tap, so a shift in
point of compliance would introduce
major challenges for utilities that may
have limited or no access to the customer’s side of the infrastructure. It’s
difficult for a utility to ensure the quality of water that has passed through a
customer’s private plumbing.

It’s not uncommon
for property owners
to be surprised they
own a portion of
buried lead pipe.
Opportunity for utility leadership
Today, EPCOR’s Lead Management
Program aligns with Health Canada’s
Risk Management Strategy for Lead,
which seeks to reduce exposure as
much as possible. We also partner
with Alberta Health Services to help
field questions related to lead. As part
of our comprehensive program, we:
•

Send annual letters to homes
where the utility’s portion of the
service line is lead;

•

Offer complimentary water sampling to test lead levels at the tap;

•

Offer free one-time, point-of-use
filters certified to remove lead;

•

Educate customers and provide
advice on maintaining good water
quality; and

•

Replace the utility’s portion of
lead service lines.

We prioritize lead service line replacements for homes with young children
and pregnant women, and for homeowners who replace their portion of
the line. Replacing only one section is
not as effective in reducing lead levels
at the tap and may result in temporarily increased lead levels.
EPCOR notifies customers with lead
service lines when we have planned
construction in their area, as ground
disturbance can release lead scale and
temporarily increase lead levels at the tap.

Lessons learned
Lead communications. A barrier to
full lead service line replacements is
homeowner reluctance to invest in
replacing their portion of the line. It’s
not uncommon for property owners
to be surprised they own a portion
of buried lead pipe. Many Edmonton
neighbourhoods with lead service
lines have high populations of renters.
The success of our Lead Management
Program is dependent on customers (property owners and residents)
being aware of their lead service lines
and knowing what it means for them.
Currently, we communicate with customers about their lead service lines,
potential health concerns, steps they
can take and how EPCOR can help,
and we continue to look for opportunities to raise awareness and help the
public make informed decisions about
replacing lead lines and buying or selling homes with lead lines.
The legacy of lead. EPCOR and many
other utilities continue to address lead
at the tap despite uncertainties about
the proposed guideline and when it
could take effect. We are exploring
options, including homeowner incentive programs to replace lead lines. We
are also improving how we manage
historical records, so we can more
accurately identify customers with
www.apwa.net
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Lead in drinking
water is an important
public health issue,
and Health Canada’s
new guideline has
the potential to
enhance public health
protection.
lead service lines. In 2015, we started
a city-wide random daytime sampling
program to better understand lead at
the tap from all potential sources. We
are also considering corrosion control
strategies (e.g., addition of a corrosion
inhibitor at our treatment plants) but
are mindful of the impacts this could
have on our customers, wastewater
treatment operations, and the environment.
The future shift. Lead in drinking
water is an important public health
issue, and Health Canada’s new
guideline has the potential to enhance
public health protection.
Once Health Canada introduces the
new guideline, provinces and territories would then determine how and
when they would apply it. Generally,
water utilities would have a challenge complying immediately with
the introduction of a new MAC and
at-the-tap sampling requirement. A
successful introduction of this new
guideline should consider a phased
rollout to allow water utilities across
the country time to comply, while also
getting customers the right tools and
information they need to limit lead in
their households immediately.
Jeff Charrois, Ph.D., is Senior Manager,
Scientific Services, and Steve Craik,
Ph.D., is Director of Quality Assurance
and Environment for EPCOR, Edmonton,
Alberta.
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MEDIA INSIGHT

Using photos to help promote
public works
Emily Dowsett, Government Affairs Media Manager, American Public Works Association, Washington, D.C. office

I

all the hard work entailed in making
sure everything in the community is
running smoothly, and who should
be credited with working tirelessly to
ensure their quality of life.

While public works professionals pride
themselves on “making normal happen” being part of the job, it is important that your communities realize

Often, we talk about how public works
professionals are the “silent heroes,”
preparing the roads for a weather
event, staying up all night plowing
the same routes just to ensure your
neighbors can safely navigate the roads
when the sun rises. Is your team out at
11:00 p.m. getting the salt trucks ready
before a winter storm? Snap a picture!
It’s an age-old quote, and I don’t think
it is always true, but in this case a
picture absolutely is “worth a thousand
words.” You and your team, doing your
job to keep the city/town safe…. That is
something people want to see!

n recent days the Washington,
D.C. area has been plagued by
storms. Thunder, lightning, rain,
wind… you name it, we’ve been
hit, and hit reasonably hard. As
I was driving in to the city one recent
morning for work, I began to wonder
how many people in my community
thought twice about how exactly the
downed tree limbs from the latest
storm were cleared off the road in time
for their morning commute. Perhaps
they may never give a second thought
about the operations and planning
behind a detour, or how the new park
was opened on time and under budget.
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It’s important to point out that you
don’t need a fancy camera on hand. If
you have a smartphone in your pocket,
that’s even better! You can take a picture
and immediately tweet it out. “Here’s
our crew preparing to head out on the
roads in #NameOfYourCity to make sure
you will have a safe commute tomorrow morning! If you’re following one of
our trucks, remember to stay back 200
feet!”…. Accompany that Tweet with
a cool picture and you’re sure to get
some engagement and recognition. P.S.
Local news stations and reporters love
to re-tweet these kinds of posts and they
often have tons of local followers!
Perhaps your group has been working
on bringing down an elevated roadway in town. Take progress pictures
and send those to local news channels

or post on your social media. “We’re
continuing work bringing down the
Uptown bridge today. Keep an eye
out for detours in the area and keep
following us for updates!” By adding a
picture to your message, the chances
of it catching someone’s eye and
then reading the information you’re
providing immensely improves. When
you’ve finished the project, you may
even consider combining all the progress pictures into one post, so community members can really see how far
it’s come.

Use the hashtag
#IAmPublicWorks
for these types of
postings, to join
with other crews
promoting the public
works professionals
working hard for their
communities.
Has someone in your organization
gone above and beyond recently and
deserves some recognition for what
they do? Or do you simply want to start
highlighting your team? Take some
pictures of them on the job and post
throughout the day with information
about their role and responsibilities, as
well as some fun facts. Posting pictures
of your employees does wonders for
putting a face to your public works
operations. Remember, use the hashtag
#IAmPublicWorks for these types of
postings, to join with other crews promoting the public works professionals
working hard for their communities.
You and your team work hard and you
should promote that. It may sound
cheesy, but sometimes you need to be
your own cheerleader! Let community
members know that your team was up

for hours on end making sure the roadways are safe, or that you were first on
the scene for that mudslide. Show the
immense progress you’ve made on a
construction project, or how great the
town is looking after a graffiti cleanup
event. Anytime you’re out on the job
and see something that you believe
deserves to be highlighted, or that

you think people would be interested
in, take a picture. Make sure everyone
knows that #PublicWorksMakesNormalHappen!
Emily Dowsett can be reached at (202)
218-6736 or edowsett@apwa.net.

2018 PWX EDUCATION SESSIONS

PWX ONLINE
LIBRARY
Recordings of most of the over 150 technical
and leadership presentations are available
via the online conference library.
Full PWX registrants receive FREE access!

Order today and learn from the top
experts in the public works profession!

TO ORDER
Call 800-679-3636 or visit
www.apwa.digitellinc.com

$229

Daily registrants or those who cannot attend PWX may
purchase library access by visiting the website above.

www.apwa.net
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SNOW

2019

NORTH AMERICAN

CONFERENCE

SALT LAKE CITY, UT

Submission Deadline:
September 28, 2018

CALL FOR

PRESENTATIONS
HAVE A GREAT
SOLUTION TO SHARE?
Help your colleagues meet the
challenges in their communities
by presenting your solution at
one of these great public works
conferences.

www.apwa.net/2019cfp
Submission Deadline:
October 22, 2018

IMAGINATION TO INNOVATION

One person's
trash

Andrew C. Lemer, Ph.D., Senior
Program Officer, the National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine, Washington, D.C.;
Member, International Affairs
Committee

Dennis Gabor, awarded
the 1971 Nobel Prize in
Physics for his discoveries
underpinning the
development of holography,
once wrote, “The future
cannot be predicted, but
futures can be invented.”
Imagination to
Innovation is a periodic
look at new technology
and scientific discovery we
could be using to invent the
future of public works.

A

lot of people are watching as
the test runs start on a demonstration power plant near
Houston, Texas, that will use
a new technology to produce
electricity from natural gas. The new
technology, known as the Allam Cycle
(developed mostly by British engineer
Rodney Allam), burns the natural gas
with pure oxygen, virtually eliminating production of nitrogen oxides
(from air) that are major air pollutants. The carbon dioxide—with some
steam—that results is then heated to
“supercritical” temperature and pressure, at which it has characteristics of
both fluid and gas and can be used to
drive the generator turbine. The steam
can then be recovered as pure water
and the carbon dioxide, also pure,
can be sent for other use or stored—
“sequestered”—for example pumping
it into underground repositories.
Conventional power plants burn
the natural gas (or gasified coal or
other fuel) with air, using the heat
to produce steam and creating as a
by-product a hot exhaust stream of
carbon dioxide with water vapor and
nitrogen oxides (NOx). Reducing the
nitrogen and carbon oxides air pollution requires costly treatment and a
good bit of the energy in the fuel is lost
as waste steam. The efficiency of the
best-performing conventional plants
is a bit more than 60% without carbon
www.apwa.net
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recapture; recovering the carbon
dioxide cuts efficiency to less than
50%. The developers of the Texas plant
expect to have nearly 60% efficiency,
100% carbon recovery, and no NOx.
That is what makes the Allam cycle
potentially a big deal. In the future, the
technology might be used with other
fuels, products of coal or even municipal waste for example.
Of course, the carbon dioxide is still a
bit of a problem. The Texas test plant
will be simply venting the excess, but
the longer term prospect is that the gas
can be sold for enhancing oil recovery
in oil field operations. Using the gas to
accelerate growth of kelp and sea grasses (“aquatic biomass”) for aquaculture
and wetlands protection are among
the other sequestration methods
being developed. And because aquatic
biomass can be grown in salty water
or fresh wastewater (think municipalities), then used to produce fuels such
as bio-oil, biodiesel, bio-alcohol, and
biohydrogen, the cycle could someday
come full circle…treasure to trash to
treasure again.
Andrew Lemer, Ph.D., is currently a
Senior Program Officer with the National
Academy of Sciences of the United States
of America. In addition to technical
papers and occasional articles for the
Reporter, he writes on civil infrastructure
and human settlement at www.
andrewlemer.com.
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OPEN YOUR WINTER TOOLBOX
Rock salt delivered to the dome/conveyor in
Farmington Hills, Michigan

Learning moments on specifications
and issues with deicers
Bryan Pickworth, DPW Maintenance Supervisor, City of Farmington Hills, Michigan, and
member, APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee; and Kevin McCarthy, DPW Superintendent,
City of Farmington Hills, Michigan

W

inter will be on us soon and with the season
approaching preparations should be in place.
Besides ensuring that equipment is calibrated and
ready for use, staff are trained and plans are in
place, having your winter materials on hand and
ready is vital to the success of your program. These materials
aid us in the process of snow removal and in ensuring that
our roads are safe to travel. Deicing materials help us in the
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removal process by preventing snow and ice from bonding to the roadways or breaking that bond should it occur.
Abrasives help us in the area of traction on roads that typically are meant to be snow covered. Snow removal is done
mechanically and these treatments aid us in that process.
Procurement of these materials can be done in many different ways. One popular method is joining in on a state or
municipal group bid. Just be aware that you are agreeing to

the terms of that bid. Some
agencies bid on their own.
This can be beneficial but
may result in higher costs
than bidding with a group.
Some agencies do both
because not all bids include
all the different materials an
agency desires.
There are studies and docuOrganics delivered for blending of anti-icing
ments to aid you in procureand deicing operations in Farmington Hills
ment, storage and proper
uses of materials. Look to
the Clear Roads group at
www.clearroads.org, the Salt
Institute at www.saltinstitute.org or your APWA Winter Maintenance Subcommittee and its members for more
information. Let’s look at one great example of an agency
and how they procure material in their agency.
Rock salt issues to look
for upon delivery (clumps,
foreign debris, etc.)

Having the proper materials to fight the snow and ice battle
is paramount. These materials may include salt, sand,
chloride-sand, organic liquids, and liquid calcium chloride.
The City of Farmington Hills bids the purchase of each of
these products, along with all of our equipment, vehicle,
and parts purchases using the Michigan Intergovernmental
Trade Network (MITN). The MITN network is a Michigan
purchasing group that includes over 100 governmental
agencies. It provides a way for local government agencies to
more effectively notify vendors of requests for proposals and
bid opportunities, while using shared resources to increase
efficiency and reduce costs. The agencies use this system to
purchase collaboratively such as the salt bid or to individually bid purchases but allow those bid prices to be extended
to other MITN agencies.
The City of Farmington Hills purchasing has been the lead
agency on the rock salt bid for the region for several years.
The collaborative group consists of 24 local communities,
one school district, and seven Metroparks spanning three
counties in southeast Michigan with a total target purchase
of 73,000 tons.
Our sand, organic liquid additive as well as the liquid calcium chloride are all bid without a collaborative group; however, each bid has an additional specification of an extension
to other MITN communities. The vendor can accept or not
accept this extension, but their participation is considered
in the Farmington Hills award.
Material specifications and the follow-through by inspection
and testing assures that the products are what is needed, of
the quality desired, delivered at the agencies’ schedule, and
in a manner that accommodates the facility. The specifications must also assure that each agency has some flexibility
since Mother Nature is never predictable.

There is no need to “reinvent the wheel” when it comes to
snow and ice material bids or specifications. Agencies can
rely on networking with neighboring communities, county
and state bids, purchasing co-ops, and several trade organizations to assemble the bid documents.
Bid documents should be specific with regard to the makeup
of the product delivery. With these materials (both solids and
liquids), specific properties must be specified. These include:
•

Minimum quantities per delivery: is there a minimum
quantity of material that a vendor will deliver (50ton, 1,000 gallon)? Is the vendor’s minimum delivery
consistent with the agency’s site maximum (size limit of
agency’s storage)?

•

Moisture content (rock salt and sand): set a maximum
so you are not paying for water (% by weight).

www.apwa.net
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•

Chemical composition: ASTM or industry standard.

•

Gradation tolerance and purity allowed for rock salt
(acceptable sieve size and 95% pure).

•

Purity of liquids (amount of solids, pH, specific gravity).

•

Amounts of chemical additives: anti-caking, coloring or
organic pre-treatment.

•

Other considerations include: delivery within 72 hours
of order, time of delivery so agencies can have a staff
member present without overtime, a method for rejection (or credit) of a load not meeting specifications, possible cost savings for early delivery (pre-season).

•

In addition, the MITN bid includes a provision for flexibility in guaranteed quantities. In that contract, each
agency guarantees to take a minimum 70% of their
estimated salt target and each agency is also allowed to
purchase up to 130% of target each year.

•

It is also beneficial to include with the bid a provision for
off-season storage (even for a fee) for any of the guaranteed minimum should Mother Nature give a light winter
and the agency’s yard does not have enough capacity.

Remember, more quantity most of the time means more
unit price savings, so team with neighboring communities
and agencies, up the quantity and reduce the unit price. It is

also a very good idea to discuss material specifications with
a vendor(s) prior to bidding and allow them to make their
suggested modifications. This lets the bid specifications and
pay units actually reflect the way the industry expects them,
in a language they understand, thus eliminating confusion
and conflict during the bid/award process.
Once a bidder becomes a vendor, be fair and sometimes
flexible. Do not expect a lot more for no more money. This
establishes a good relationship which may help out in the
agency’s favor during a rough winter season.
After award, test a load to assure adherence to the specifications. Always have staff available during delivery to deal
with quality issues immediately and/or witness any damages or spillage to the yard, salt dome, or tanks. Lastly, be
prepared for the delivery by providing access and having
equipment and staff ready.
Finally, remember that your material vendors are part of
your winter maintenance team. Cooperation and good relationships (and prompt payment for services rendered) with
all vendors gives your agency an edge when it starts to snow.
Bryan Pickworth can be reached at (248) 871-2865 or bpickworth@fhgov.com; Kevin McCarthy can be reached at (248) 8712850 or kmccarthy@fhgov.com.

NEW!

BrineXtreme® Infinity ™
The industry’s only continuously
self-cleaning automatic 10,000 GPH brine maker

Pro Controls

Ultimate Controls

BlackBelt ®Maxx
The true all-season multi-purpose body
with optional B-Maxx™ Commmand wireless remote control

ADVANCED SNOW & ICE CONTROL AND MATERIAL HAULING

Henderson has all of your winter equipment & material hauling needs covered... from start to finish.
Henderson Products Inc.
(800) 359-4970 www.HendersonProducts.com
n

All Henderson equipment is available for purchase on Sourcewell Contract 080114-HPI.
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Power of Public Works Notepad

APWA Ladies’ Interlock Cardigan

PB.A1800
Member $1/Non-Member $2

PB.A1819 Small
PB.A1820 Medium
PB.A1821 Large
PB.A1822 X-Large
Member $40/Non-Member $50

APWA Bottle Opener LED Light Keychain

PB.A1823 XX-Large
Member $42/Non-Member $52

PB.A1801
Member $3/Non-Member $5

PB.A1824 XXX-Large
Member $43/Non-Member $53

First Responder Bumper Sticker
PB.A1808
Member $1.50/Non-Member $2.50

APWA Men’s Nike Dri-FIT
Crosshatch Polo

First Responder Decal Sticker

PB.A1825 Small
PB.A1826 Medium
PB.A1827 Large
PB.A1828 X-Large
Member $55/Non-Member $65

PB.A1809
Member $1/Non-Member $2

First Responder License Plate
PB.A1810
Member $5/Non-Member $7

First Responder T-Shirt

PB.A1829 XX-Large
Member $57/Non-Member $67
PB.A1830 XXX-Large
Member $59/Non-Member $69

PB.A1811 Small
PB.A1812 Medium
PB.A1813 Large
PB.A1814 X-Large
Member $15/Non-Member $20

First Responder Hard Hat
Decal Sticker

PB.A1815 XX-Large
Member $17/Non-Member $22

APWA Ladies’ Nike Dri-FIT
Crosshatch Polo

PB.A1831
Member .75/Non-Member $1.25

PB.A1816 XXX-Large
Member $18/Non-Member $23

PB.A1832 Small
PB.A1833 Medium
PB.A1834 Large
PB.A1835 X-Large
Member $57/Non-Member $67

First Responder Hat

PB.A1836 XX-Large
Member $59/Non-Member $69

PB.A1817
Member $18/Non-Member $23

APWA Nike Black Hat
PB.A1818
Member $22.50/Non-Member $27.50

First Responder Magnetic Car Sign
PB.A1837
Member $20/Non-Member $25

VISIT US 24/7

www.apwa.net/store or call 1-800-848-2792, ext. 5282
Please allow two weeks for delivery on all orders other than expedited service.
All funds in US dollars. All prices are subject to change without notice.

special advertising section

Boca Raton
Streamlines its
Fleet Purchases
with Cooperative
Purchasing
Kevin
L Schlangen
A Leader in Doing More With Less

City leaders create efficiency with
familiar choices and cooperative
purchasing source

K

KEVIN L SCHLANGEN, FLEET MANAGER for Dakota County, Minn., has the ﬂeet and
equipment needs of 1,800 county employees resting on his shoulders, plus an imbalance in funds needed and funds available for ﬂeet updates. Yet, he continues to excel
in his position and his department has received national recognition for its effectiveness in public service. The secret to his success? Making it a team effort.
Growing up the youngest of 10 children on a small family farm in central Minnesota,
Dakota County Fleet Manager Kevin L Schlangen, CPFP, CAFM, CEM, is no stranger to
doing more with less.
It was during those years of hard work and manual labor that Schlangen deﬁned a
passion for working with, and ﬁxing, large equipment. Eventually, that passion gave
way to an education and a career. Following graduation from Alexandria (Minnesota)
Technical College, Schlangen worked as a technician in the construction industry and
for equipment vendors before becoming a service manager for a heavy equipment distributor. However, tough economic times drove the business into bankruptcy and Schlangen was left to do some serious soul searching.
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Longing for stability without compromising his love for management
and machinery, Schlangen pursued employment in the municipal sector. And,
in 1990, he was hired as the Transportation Department ﬂeet manager for
Dakota County, Minnesota. Seventeen years later, the county underwent
major organizational and structural
change, and consolidated all of its vehicle and equipment management efforts
into a single department. Prior to that,
each department within the county had
handled its own vehicle and equipment
budget, procurement, maintenance,
and management. After the change,
Schlangen found himself responsible
for the ﬂeet and equipment of the entire
county. The needs of 16 departments
were now Schlangen’s responsibility,
along with a full-time staff of 13.
Dakota County is the third-largest in
Minnesota, falling just short of the county seats of Minneapolis and St Paul. Located southwest of the Twin Cities, Dakota is 587 square miles in area and has
a population of approximately 400,000.
Schlangen describes his ﬂeet as ‘everything from chain saws to motor graters and anything in between.’
“It’s a very broad position, but that’s
also pretty typical for a government
ﬂeet,” Schlangen said. “You feel like you
have one of everything ever made because you cover such a gamut of things
to work on from ATVs, boats, snowmobiles, excavators… just about every type
of piece of equipment necessary for our
county to do its job.”
Dakota County has an annual capital
budget of $2.3 million and a replace-

ment value of its ﬂeet pushing $25 million. Schlangen says there are just under 400 active units of equipment in his
ﬂeet, including 301 on-road pieces, 79
off-road, and hundreds of attachments,
trailers, and small equipment. Additionally, Dakota County manages six fuel
islands, has 15 storage locations, and
has joint powers agreements with nine
other agencies in its service area – including the cities of Hastings and Farmington, the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, and the Dakota County
Community
Development
Su Breslow,
Fleet Agency.
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LEADING FROM THE FRONTLINES
Leslie Smith of Greenville County, S.C.,
fielding phone calls from citizens

You had me at hello
Hesha N. Gamble, P.E., PTOE, County Engineer, Greenville County, South Carolina; Chair, APWA
Engineering & Technology Committee; member, APWA Leadership & Management Knowledge Team

I

n today’s society, the prevailing attitude towards
government and government employees is generally
negative. Critics usually assume that government
employees are overpaid and underworked, which could
not be farther from the truth. In 2014, during budget
discussions, a Kansas legislator was even quoted as saying,
“Government employees produce nothing.” He later backed
off that statement; however, it is unfortunately something
government employees are used to hearing. As public works
servants, we must remember this sentiment and work to
change citizens’ opinions about us and the service we provide. The most important part of this is the initial contact
between a citizen and the government agency, either in person or via phone, or via various forms of social media. The
first interaction is what sets the tone and guides the opinion
of the citizen. Most requests for work come via phone. A simple but pleasant greeting, such as “Good Morning, Anytown
Public Works, how may I assist you?” is an easy way to set
38
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a positive tone for the conversation. In 2011, former South
Carolina Governor Nikki Haley ordered all state employees
to answer the phone with “It’s a great day in South Carolina!
How can I help you?” In an interview with Time magazine,
Haley stated that this was an effort to “boost morale and
remind state workers that it’s their job to serve the callers.
It will make the public feel better, too.” While some may
find this to be extreme, it does serve as a way to start off the
phone call on an encouraging note.
Many citizens who are making an initial call to the local
public works agency are upset about something or inquiring about a procedure and already have some apprehension.
A pleasant and gentle greeting goes a long way in calming
their tension. The staff member taking the calls should have
a kind and inviting voice and be ready to listen to the caller’s
issues. Most of the time, the citizen just wants someone to
listen to their problem, and even if they are unable to receive
assistance, they will hang up having had a positive interac-

tion with local government. Sometimes, despite the best
efforts of the employee, the citizen becomes irate. In this
case, the best course of action is to quickly transfer the call to
another agency that can provide assistance or to elevate the
call to a supervisor to help diffuse the situation.
The other very important part of handling citizen phone
calls is following up in a timely manner. All customers (citizens) have a shelf life. It is important to keep them informed
about their original complaint or request, otherwise the
situation will escalate unnecessarily and end up taking more
staff time and negative attention. A good rule of thumb is to
return all messages within two business days, even if it is just
to say, “We are looking into it and someone will be in touch
at a later date.” With that simple contact, you have assured
the person that they have received your complaint and it
is getting some attention. By not returning phone calls or
voicemails in a timely manner, staff are unknowingly creating a ticking time bomb that could have been avoidable. A
simple returned phone call can make the difference between
a calm resolution and the local news station running an
exposé on how your agency neglected “poor Joe Citizen.”
Supervisors must work with administrative staff to make sure
they can relay updated information to the callers. This helps
them to quickly calm down an irate citizen who feels that
the agency is operating under “status quo” and not trying
to solve their problem. Using a computerized work manage-

ment system helps tremendously to keep staff informed of
the progress of a complaint and allows them to access up-todate information about the status of the problem.
Similarly, agencies must be careful about seeming unresponsive on social media. One negative post by a citizen can
quickly snowball into major PR nightmare, simply because
the responsible employee did not follow up on posts. It is
important that if the agency chooses to use social media, an
employee (or team of employees) is dedicated to checking
and quickly responding to posts. The same rules apply about
being pleasant in your response, quickly acknowledging the
reported problem and making sure to follow up; however,
the audience for the response could be thousands who are
viewing the agency’s social media site, versus the one-onone nature of a phone call.
The administrative personnel in our agencies play a major
role in our “first touch” with a citizen and thus are truly
“leading from the frontlines.” It is critical to have the right
personnel handling the initial contact in order to make citizens feel that their needs will be met. They must be provided
the right tools, training, timely information and support
to handle these requests in a way that says, “Anytown USA
cares about their citizens.”
Hesha N. Gamble can be reached at (864) 467-4612 or
hgamble@greenvillecounty.org.

Talking Top Tech:
Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS)/Drones Edition
October 11, 2018
10:00 a.m. Central
Join us for a look at UAS/Drones through
the perspective of different lenses including
Public Works, Industry, and Legislation and
Policy. Leaders in each field will participate
in a panel discussion and answer APWA
member questions.
To register for this
free program visit:
www.apwa.net/events
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INTERNATIONAL IDEA EXCHANGE

Tale of Two Smart Streetcar Cities
Jason Waldron, P.E., ENV SP
Associate Director of Multimodal Transportation
City of Kansas City, Missouri
2018 Jennings Randolph International Fellow

A

s one of the 2018 Jennings
Randolph International Fellowship recipients, I set out to
study the streetcar and smart
city programs of Sydney, New
South Wales and Kansas City,
Missouri with a stop at the Institute of
Public Works Engineering Australasia
(IPWEA) conference in Rotorua, New
Zealand along the way. It was a tough
assignment, but someone had to do it.
To no surprise, I discovered that Sydney and Kansas City share much more
in common than the iconic architecture of Kansas City’s Kauffman Center
for Performing Arts and Sydney’s
Opera House. Both cities are develop40
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ing strategies to manage the increased
transportation demands placed upon
the right-of-way and to use data to better city services and improve the citizen
experience. What I did not anticipate
is how quickly the conversations and
relationships would broaden and
develop along the way.
At this point you may be asking, “Why
am I reading about streetcars and smart
cities in a public works magazine?”
The answer is simple. Often it is public
works departments that are being
called to implement these emerging
and re-emerging technologies. Public
works staff must rely on peer-to-peer
networks and information exchanges
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to be successful and develop best practices. And, as I was reminded repeatedly during my study trip, we are in the
business of moving and serving people,
not cars and infrastructure.

Streetcar
Sydney and Kansas City streetcar systems are city-led initiatives and share
common goals: high ridership and
economic development. It is no secret
that the streetcar systems in both cities
are doing very well in both categories.
During the first two years of operation
the Kansas City system has more than
doubled projected ridership and the
Sydney system has seen a 250% increase
in ridership since 2009. Kansas City has

The Sydney L1 Dulwich Hill Line and the future
CBD and South East Light Rail lines operate in
semi-exclusive pedestrian corridors.

The Sydney streetcar success and ongoing
expansion can be attributed to state and local
government collaboration.

recognized $2.2 billion in associated
economic development since streetcar
construction began in 2014. Though
economic development numbers were
not available, the economic growth
of the Sydney streetcar line could be
observed through new high density
residential housing and building cranes
at every stop. Sydney is also projecting
$222 million in economic growth for
their 7.5-mile extension.
One other notable similarity is that
both systems provide connections that
were once separated by topographical
or distance barriers. With KC Streetcar
it was connecting neighborhoods that
were once separated by rail yards and
interstates. For Sydney it was being able

The KC Streetcar has doubled projected ridership
and has served as a catalyst in over $2.2 billion in
economic development. (Photo Credit: Margaret
Norcross Photography)

to get from one side of the city to the
central business district without being
delayed by peak traffic volumes.

ronments and strategy to expand the
systems is where the two cities demonstrate some differences.

Though both cities have experienced
similar success, the operating envi-

Sydney’s current system serves more as
a downtown circulator to intercity and
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The KC Streetcar has aided in the implementation of a
number of innovative policies and programs including
Smart City and Downtown KC’s Art in the Loop. (Photo
Credit: Margaret Norcross Photography)

regional rail services. Both the current
system and expansion currently under
construction operate almost entirely in
exclusive guideway which includes the
conversion of one of Sydney’s busiest
streets (George Street) to pedestrian
and streetcar only. The expansion
project is being delivered through a
public-private partnership that allows
the project to be completed without
any capital cost to the government.

and has partnered with Sydney on
the streetcar system. Transport NSW’s
system does not end at roads and rail,
it includes ferries and buses which are
all managed under a single payment
system. Kansas City’s streetcar is a local
agency-led effort. Missouri Department
of Transportation is primarily focused
on roadway networks.

Smart City
Both Sydney and Kansas City recognize
the benefits of smart city policies but
have taken different paths to move forward. What both cities agree on is it is a
critical time for public works to provide
input. We are quickly approaching an
age where every asset and every device
can be used as a sensor to gather data.
Cities and third-party vendors intend to
use this data to identify infrastructure
and funding needs. It is important that
public works departments participate in
these conversations to ensure the tools
and programs created improve asset
management and services.

Rather than a circulator of other larger
rail systems, KC Streetcar is the (re)start
of fixed rail transit in Kansas City. KC
Streetcar operates almost entirely in
mixed traffic with automobiles. Kansas
City’s expansion is still in early stages
but will be partially funded using a
Missouri state statute that allows property and sales taxes to be levied to fund
transportation improvements.
Maybe the most notable difference
between the two systems is the state
government of New South Wales’
(Transport NSW) involvement and
willingness to take a comprehensive
approach to transportation. New
South Wales constructs and operates
the regional and intercity rail lines
42
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Sydney’s approach is centered around
open data and providing an environment for innovation. They view smart
city less as a stand-alone policy and
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more of a tool to assist other policies
and objectives. One current initiative
is a pedestrian detection and counting system that will be used to plan
future infrastructure improvements
and measure the effectiveness of those
improvements.
Kansas City has elected to create an
Innovation Office and make investments in smart city infrastructure.
They have used transportation projects
to build public WiFi networks, adaptive traffic systems, pedestrian detection, and a network of digital kiosks.
Kansas City is currently in the process
of expanding its smart city programs
to include advanced water meter
infrastructure (AMI), expanded WiFi
networks, air quality sensors, and parking integration.

Disruptive Right-of-Way
Management
As mentioned, the conversations during my study trip extended beyond
just streetcar and smart city programs.
Regardless of agency or size of community, the same message was shared.
We are running out of money and
room for roads and parking facilities

in city right-of-way. Cities are learning
that “building more” is not often the
long-term solution and sometimes not
even an option. Our citizens are more
sophisticated and demanding more
transportation options. It is important
that we in public works advise our
elected officials to plan for the city we
want to be in 30 years.
The theme of the IPWEA Conference
in Rotorua, NZ was “Disruption – the
Pathway to Resilience.” There were
two takeaways from that conference:
“Disruption” is intentional change and
“Resilience” is something you ARE, not
what you DO. Public works departments have a long history of being able
to withstand and recover from environmental and situational challenges.
As the challenges change, public works
departments must evolve and adapt.
Some examples of Sydney and Kansas
City’s “Disruptive Resilience” efforts:
City of Sydney, NSW: The city
is addressing transportation in
the following order of priority:
Public Transportation, Bicycle/
Pedestrian, and automobiles.
One need not look any further
than the steps of their Town Hall
House with a cycle track on one
side and construction of a streetcar and pedestrian-only corridor
on the other.
Kansas City, MO: The city is building on its current adaptive traffic
signals system to go beyond just
counting cars. The intent is to
count and give prioritization to
people. The goal is a system that
recognizes the number of transit
riders, pedestrians, bicycles and
automobiles and gives priority to
the greatest need.

My thanks go
out to APWA,
the Eisenhowser
Institute, and the City of Kansas City,
Missouri for making this journey possible. I would also like to thank IPWEA,
City of Sydney, NSW, Transport NSW,
Auckland, NZ and Transdev for the
generous hospitality and newfound

Jason Waldron can be reached at (816) 7994792 or Jason.Waldron@kcmo.org.

LUBRA-SEAL
ALL SEASON Spreader and Conveyor Encapsulant

Apply once to lubricate & seal – Easy, one step application
process and your spreaders are all set for winter operations.
Lubricates drag chains – Helps prevent against costly drag chain
seizure or breakage all winter long.
Seals components – Creates a protective barrier against corrosive salts and chlorides.
Environmentally responsible and will not wash off.
Trusted by over 40 State Departments of Transportation.

NEUTRO-WASH
Salt & Chloride Neutralizer

Removes white salt residue left behind from
pressure washing with detergents – use
NEUTRO‑WASH after every winter storm.
Put a stop to corrosion and expensive repairs –
enjoy more efficient equipment that works harder,
lasts longer and looks better.
Save thousands of dollars
simply by protecting the
equipment you already
have in your fleet.

Jennings Randolph International
Fellowship Program
Possibly the most valuable takeaway
from my experience is a reaffirmation
that whether it is the city next door or
the city halfway around the world, we
all have many of the same opportunities and challenges. Our relationships
and peer network can often provide as
much value as any degree or webinar.

friends and colleagues. Anyone who
has ever looked at the Jennings Randolph International Fellowship call for
applications and thought “maybe”…do
yourself and your community a favor
and apply.

PROTECTION • PRESERVATION • PERFORMANCE

www.rhomar.com
solutions@rhomar.com
www.apwa.net

1-800-688-6221
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Fleet software is a tool, and when used
properly will become a vital instrument
that is essential to any agency’s survival.

Setting up your fleet software
You don’t know what you don’t know…
Vincent C. Olsen, CPFP, Fleet Manager III, City of Dallas, Texas

What is fleet data?
There is nothing more frustrating than getting to an agency
and finding the core of its data, that has been gathered for
years, is a collection of errors, exceptions and good intentions designed to create favorable outcomes. This is not the
purpose of fleet software. Fleet software is a tool, and when
used properly will become a vital instrument that is essential
to any agency’s survival. This is especially true when a fleet
agency is coupled with an internal service fund. If you are in
44
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the early stages of moving into the world of collecting fleet
data, here a few tips that may pay off in the long run.

1. Know the codes
From asset type, vehicle class and weight class do NOT reinvent the wheel. APWA, the American Trucking Association
and others have already forged this path. Looking at these
groups for reference will simplify this process and create a
hierarchy that will be essential for grouping and filtering

when reporting. It is also worth mentioning that when and
if you are asked to report asset unit and assignment during a federal emergency there are code systems that can be
assigned or integrated into your setup. This little gem of
information can be instrumental in submitting claims for
reimbursement from the Feds.

2. Know your meters
Everything you do is triggered by a meter, be it time hours or
miles. You need to have a bulletproof system for collecting
this information. Also, run exception reports for fuel sales.
Exception reports allow you to verify that assets are reporting mileage or hours correctly and on a path to develop
accurate data. One simple manual input error can really
move the average, especially on a smaller fleet. Also, it is
essential that heavy trucks and equipment are serviced by
hours. Expecting to see a unit report mileage of 3,000 hours
when it was designed to report on 250 hours can be a fatal
error and cost a fortune.

3. Parts and inventory management
Setting up inventory from the beginning is crucial. If you
have a budget that asks you to budget by parts category,
then consider this when you select a system of codes. A parts
numbering system needs to include some very basic components like bin location, shelf location and other components
as well as be flexible enough to accommodate additions and
deletions. One other piece of insight for a parts numbering
system is to consider budgeting line items. In other words,
if oils and lubricants are gathered in your budget under a
designated code then you might consider including these
numbers in your parts code. If you do this, budgeting can
be made very easy at the end of the year. There is a science
to arranging inventory so parts can be added in groups and
sections as well as very specific ways to handle cores, returns
and defective parts. Understand and implement this process
from the beginning. Doing this from the start will avoid big
headaches in the long run when it comes to applying credits
and the impact of returns and credits to whatever instrument you currently have in place for purchasing parts, like a
Master Agreement or other such contract.

4. Set up a realistic shop rate
Be as honest as you can. Understanding your market is
instrumental in staying competitive. Simply adding up a
technician’s wage and benefits is not a fair assessment of
your cost. Include everything you would as if you were running this shop in a for-profit manner. Running this exercise
will help you better understand what it is that sets you
apart from local shops (your competitors). These costs are
unique to public fleets and often overlooked when establishing an economy of scope. In other words, your local auto
repair shop will not be able to accommodate a loaded 57k
pound Vactor truck on a drive-on rack. There is a cost to an
economy of scope and it is appropriate to capture this in
your rates. Public service is intended to be effective before it
becomes efficient.

When planning your inventory,
remember to anticipate that you will
need additional space.

5. This is your system of record
Set up a routine closing schedule for your data. Over time
this data will be looked at for various reasons such as budgeting, planning and maybe even for legal reasons. If this data
is loosely captured and lacks security, it will not bode well for
you or your agency. Set up a monthly closing for shop tickets
as well as inventory. Doing this will shed a light on problem
vehicles that technicians are struggling with and keep you
out of the doghouse with your customers. Also, tickets that
do not get closed become a risk for the security of parts as
well as time.

In summary
Many software agencies will upsell some of these services
that assist in this setup after the fact. Look for solutions
that include training and support, and hire the right folks
to implement, quality check and use these systems. These
systems are a footprint for the agency’s performance. Also,
seasoned fleet managers use this data to formulate plans and
advise the departments they support. This data is also used
in scaling an agency and verifying you are doing the right
things as a manager.
Vincent C. Olsen can be reached at (214) 670-4903 or vincent.
olsen@dallascityhall.com.
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“This photo shows our heavy commercial side that consists of
five pull-through bays. Each technician has access to the 10-ton
overhead crane on the left and an open bay on the right. Fluids
are dispensed via overhead piping and controlled from the NAPA
IBS parts room. The photo really showcases the use of natural
light and the reflective qualities of the epoxy floor which aid in
lighting up the underside of a vehicle.” – Scott McIver

Efficiency can boost productivity
and morale

I

f you want a fleet facility with
high production numbers and low
stress, you have to work at making
the facility efficient. The more efficient an organization is, the more
your team can produce while feeling
relaxed and maintaining a low-stress
level. Does this mean every job will get
done on time every time, and all the
technicians and support staff will sit
around the campfire singing “Kumbayah”? No, certainly not, but it does
set up the environment where when
the workload is overwhelming—as it
is during leaf season or when the big
snowstorm hits—the efficient processes

Scott McIver, CPFP
Fleet Manager
City of Greenville,
South Carolina
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you have put into place for getting the
machinery fixed and on the road will
keep your staff wanting to come in
every day. So, an efficient work environment not only increases productivity, it also increases morale.
Efficiency can be implemented at any
point in a process. Of course, the best
way to make a process as efficient as
possible is to be efficient from the start.
The start of the process begins with
proper planning well before the actual
work begins. Since service writers are
the key to implementing efficiency in
your fleet services, they must be able
to accurately set the schedule for a

“This photo showcases our Quick Service Lane. This is a pull-through bay in the
center of the building where all vehicles requesting repairs are funneled through.
On the left you can see the desk for the service writers just like you would have in
a private dealership. The service writers take the requests, prepare the work order
and assign it to the technician. If the job can be done in 30 minutes or less the unit is
fixed in the Quick Service Lane while the customer waits in the lounge. If the repair
will take longer a spare can be issued from the Fleet Motor Pool.” – Scott McIver

particular day’s work well in advance.
This assures parts will be on hand,
technician availability can be verified,
and the customer has adequate time to
arrange to drop off the unit. Poor planning usually results in technician idle
time, which drives the productivity
percentage down. It also results in longer downtimes, which lead to increased
unavailability of the fleet equipment.
When you are trying to demonstrate
the value of your fleet services to upper
management and your customers, you
need to have a productivity ratio of
80% (as cited in APWA’s The Concise
Manual for Calculating Public Fleet Rates)
or better, and fleet availability needs to
be 90% or better.
In my experience, an efficient work
environment increases the enjoyment
of doing the job. When I was a technician on the floor, I enjoyed the work
because I set my work space up in a

manner that made it easy for me to
get the task completed. I have always
lived by a motto of “work smarter, not
harder.” I kept this sense of efficiency
with me as I progressed upward in my
career. One of the first times I had the
opportunity to apply my efficiency
philosophy was when I was the superintendent for the Greenville Transit
Authority. I needed to increase the
production on the bus servicing line so
all of the buses were cleaned, had the
money removed, and were fueled every
night in a timely manner.
The first thing I did was observe how
the current operation worked and identify all the steps in the process along
with how much time it took to clean
each bus (nine people, 32 minutes start
to finish on average to clean 22 buses).
Second, I studied the layout of the work
space where all the cleaning supplies
were located. Finally, I asked the bus
www.apwa.net
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servicers what their thoughts were on
making the job more efficient. Who
really knows better what is needed to
clean a bus professionally and effectively than those cleaning the buses?
When I had my observations complete
and my data collected, I started prioritizing the steps needed to clean the bus
so that work was not being repeated.
Next, I put together a standard operating procedure (SOP) that spelled out
each step. This had the added effect of
making it much easier to train a new
servicer. I then redesigned the layout
of the service line so that a minimum
number of movements were needed
by the servicers to reach their cleaning
supplies; this reduced fatigue in the
cleaning staff by eliminating unneeded
double/triple walking.
The end results were that the cleaning staff was cut from nine to six team
members, and the average cleaning
September 2018
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time on the bus was reduced to 15
minutes start to finish. Taxpayer dollars were saved in labor and materials
because fewer cleaning supplies were
being used while the level of service
was increasing.
In my current position as Fleet Manager for the City of Greenville (#7 as
awarded at GFX 2018), management
took the extraordinary step to involve
the entire fleet staff in the design of
the fleet facility. The staff, without any
direction, began designing the facility
in a manner that promoted efficiency.
They put together a blueprint to make
their workday easier and, in the end,
the design boosted productivity by
nearly 25%—and we have not even
been here a full year yet! The staff used
the platform of a high-end car dealership for the base. A quick service lane
was installed, so all vehicles needing
any type of service would be funneled
through this lane. Here the service
writers could assess the customer’s
needs and either have the unit repaired
on the spot (30 minutes or less) or
make an appointment and have the
unit assigned to the most qualified
technician. Giving staff the power to
design their own workspace and the
ability to make the decisions necessary
to keep the facility operating paid off in
huge dividends.
Another way to use efficiency to boost
productivity is to let your employees
have the freedom to make the decisions they need to get the job done.
Who knows better how to get the job
done than those who have been doing
it? David Marquet explains in his video
presentation entitled Greatness that it
is more efficient to “give control and
create leaders than to take control and
attract followers.” It makes so much
more sense to have an operation with
20 thinking, engaged and active people
striving for the same goal, than one
person thinking and 19 waiting to be
told what to do. Steve Jobs said it best:
“It doesn’t make sense to hire smart
people and tell them what to do; we
hire smart people to have them tell us
what to do.” If you have assembled a
strong team, then you have qualified
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“This photo is of our automotive side. Here we work on all of the vehicles one ton and
under. Each technician has their own two-post lift as well as flat open work space.
Again, the use of the reflective epoxy floor and natural light aid tremendously in being
able to see what we are doing without increasing our electrical costs. We also have a
four-post lift with a state-of-the-art alignment machine.” – Scott McIver

“This photo shows the front of our facility. The first four bay doors are for the
automotive side, the center section is admin, the next bay door is the Quick Service
Lane and the final five doors are for the heavy commercial side. The building is
nearly the size of a football field.” – Scott McIver

people who are very capable of making
the decisions that need to be made.
Give them the reigns, and let them do
their job.
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Scott McIver can be reached at (864) 4674498 or smciver@greenvillesc.gov.

Managing public sector vehicles
with technology
Why GPS tracking is making an impact on
government fleets
Jenny Shiner, Marketing Communications Manager, GPS Insight, Scottsdale, Arizona

M

any trailblazers in the public sector are incorporating GPS tracking to help solve the challenges that
come along with managing a fleet of vehicles. The
technology is being put to good use in government
organizations, thus, helping to reduce risk and
liability, display financial accountability to their constituents, and drive forward important initiatives like sustainability and smart cities.
While GPS tracking is by no means new technology to the
public sector, there are important aspects to keep in mind
when selecting a provider. For example, what security protocols are provided for software and GPS tracking devices, and
does their functionality align with the needs from all agencies in your organization to ensure the project is successful
from the get-go.

Why Do Government Organizations
Use GPS Tracking?
For government organizations, it’s important to ensure
both the safety of their employees and the well-being of
their citizens. According to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), driver error causes 94% of

all vehicle collisions. Along with the physical and psychological consequences accidents cause to all parties, they can
also have far-reaching financial liability for the organization
when their drivers are found to be negligent. Improving fleet
safety is often one of the most important reasons to incorporate the technology, along with displaying accountability to
constituents, and building strong community leadership.
Reduce Risk and Liability. To help reduce risk and liability,
government organizations are turning to GPS tracking to
enhance their safety protocols by monitoring driver behavior and enforcing safer driving habits. GPS tracking technology provides a wide range of information and analysis to
help improve fleet safety performance across the board—
from driver safety to vehicle safety—to reduce accidents,
injuries, and fatalities.
Display Accountability to Constituents. It’s important to
constituents that government spends their tax dollars wisely. That’s why many organizations are using GPS technology to better track their fleet operating costs and eliminate
unnecessary spending. A few common areas that can deliver
significant savings are reducing fuel use and excessive idling,
examining utilization to eliminate underused vehicles, and
www.apwa.net
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streamlining maintenance management to reduce expensive
repairs. Along with displaying the organization’s accountability to constituents, reducing these unnecessary expenses
makes room in the budget for other important initiatives.
Build Strong Community Leadership. Demonstrating
strong community leadership has always been a focus for
the public sector. In the current landscape of government
fleet management, technology plays an important role in
taking important initiatives to the next level, particularly in
developing environmental and sustainable-living strategies.
Government is using GPS tracking, along with other fleet
and transportation technologies, to impact their sustainability efforts and the future of smart cities.
Sustainability efforts are becoming more important than
ever to government organizations to do their part in this
important paradigm shift and lead their communities by
example. Since fleet operations can have a negative impact
on the environment if excessive idle time, route efficiency,
or regular maintenance are not monitored and managed in
the most efficient way, it is often an important area of focus
for government sustainability initiatives. Using GPS tracking
to improve fuel efficiency, take optimized routes, and keep
vehicles well-maintained limits the harmful effects of excessive greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

Smart Cities. The rise of the “smart city” infrastructure has
been a significant influence in the adoption of fleet, transportation, energy, and other technologies across government operations. The trailblazers of “smart government”
recognize the possibilities of a technology-based infrastructure to optimize the efficiency of city operations and services
to connect with their citizens and solve overlying issues.
One development in the field of smart cities is the
increased use of GPS tracking, providing new insight into
developing the smart city through vehicle and driver data
collected. This includes collecting carbon measurements,
fuel usage, and other metrics that can be used to support
better urban sustainability.

Important Criteria When Researching Providers
When researching GPS tracking providers, it’s crucial to
ensure the software has the functionality needed to solve
business challenges, and the provider offers the resources to
help organizations successfully use the technology. At the
end of the day, the investment in GPS tracking will not be
worth it if the provider doesn’t meet these key requirements.
That’s why it’s important to test software functionality and
the provider’s customer service before procuring a system.

GET YOUR PUBLIC
FLEET CERTIFICATION!

APWA is proud to be working in alliance with

to provide the best certification for public works
fleet professionals!

It’s your time. Get Certified!
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For more information visit:
apwa.net/certification
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has been helping companies maximize profits with superior building solutions

To find out how we can
help with your structure needs visit or call
www.clearspan.com 1.866.643.1010

Energy
Efficient

Superior
Warranties

Expert
Project Managers

No Money Down Financing, Terms Up To 7 Yrs and As Low As 5.99% on buildings

How Do They Secure Their GPS Tracking Devices and
Software? With cyber-attacks on the rise, it’s becoming
increasingly important to ensure technology providers have
the best security in place to protect their software and hardware like GPS tracking devices. Government organizations
typically have confidential information that needs to be
protected, so it’s crucial the provider has the right security
process and protocols in place.
Align Needs and Expectations Internally. Along with
ensuring the provider meets these key criteria, it’s crucial
to align the organization internally to ensure all important
aspects of the project are determined. It is important to consider who else will be impacted by this and how. While all
departments serve the same organization, their needs from
GPS tracking are often quite different. That’s why it’s important to gain a firm understanding of everyone’s challenges
and goals with the technology.
Get Procurement Involved Early in the Process. Along
with including other departments that will use the technology, a best practice for government organizations when
researching potential technology partners is to include their
procurement department early in the process. Connecting
with procurement at the beginning provides insight for fleet
professionals about how their department procures technology specifically. Not to mention, their office will not likely

be happy to receive a purchase order from a new vendor if
they are unaware of the project. It’s not advised to spend
time researching and testing technology to find out after
that it doesn’t meet the requirements of their department.

Important Project Details to Align on with
Procurement
1.

Understanding a procurement department’s timeframe
for implementing the technology.

2.

Knowing how the department prefers to procure
technology. Through purchasing contracts like NJPA,
purchasing co-ops, or through an RFP?

3.

Being familiar with their terms and conditions and
preferred contract language.

States and cities are using GPS tracking to solve their organizations’ immediate challenges, along with gathering
the data needed to solve the challenges of the future. For
government organizations looking to incorporate GPS tracking solutions in place, now is the time to implement the
technology to be part of the trailblazer culture disrupting
fleet management in the public sector.
Jenny Shiner can be reached at jenny.shiner@gpsinsight.com.
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Usage vs. Utilization
Time, money and the opportunity costs of
fleet asset investment
Vincent C. Olsen, CPFP
Fleet Manager III
City of Dallas, Texas

Figure 1: The opportunity costs associated with
low utilization can be significant. Low use assets
in low use assignments can still benefit from
shorter lifecycles in good secondary markets.

F

leet utilization is a critical feature in both private and
publicly managed fleets. To ask if an asset is essential
to an organization is a logical first step in considering
its replacement. In the private sector the answer to
this question is often expressed in financial reporting
and the marginal analysis of an asset’s performance. In
government, determining the benefits of investing in
fleet assets may not be so easily calculated. The subject of
utilization is often the centerpiece of discussion for many
government fleets.
Utilization by definition means to put to use, especially in
a productive or effective manner. Answering the question
whether a unit is being utilized may not always be answered
directly by a fleet manager. A government fleet manager may
not have access to an accounting of activities of the agencies
that she/he supports and is limited to a question of whether
a fleet asset is being used rather than utilized. The activities
that agencies are engaged in may inherently be of a low market value, in a financial sense, but providing essential public
services and therefore inherently inefficient. While this text
will use words like utilize, utilization and underutilization, it
is more directly simply stating that assets are consuming fuel
and reporting some form of meter reading.
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Fleets that suffer from extensive underutilization are often
plagued with the associated expenses of asset ownership
such as additional parking, staff, repair equipment, garage
space, inventory, inventory space, accounting, and recordkeeping. In addition, they are often more reactive than proactive. They tend to suffer from a maintenance backlog and
agencies are subjected to untimely and costly repairs leading
to unscheduled downtime and customer dissatisfaction.
Governments are often heavily regulated and process driven
to be as transparent as possible. Ideally, investment in software and fleet maintenance programs do a very good job of
keeping records and gathering data necessary to streamline
the fleet asset decision-making process. Being tasked to
study the utilization of fleet assets in a government agency
presents several unique challenges. Government agencies
are obligated to perform effectively before efficiencies are
considered (Wart, 2005). Where the day-to-day functions of
agencies are concerned it is often easy to make comparisons
to private markets and ask questions about the efficiencies of
a government agency. However, many government agencies
are tasked with some level of emergency response or certain
programs that may be inherently inefficient, yet critical
to the welfare of a community. A balanced approach to an

effective and efficient daily
operation as well as a high
level of emergency preparedness is ideal.

Types of Utility
It is often assumed that government fleets are utilized efficiently when a predetermined
combination of maintenance
costs, gallons of fuel, mileage, hours and unit age meet
a predetermined threshold.
Comparatively, in the private
sector, study of fleet utilization
would go much deeper considering return on investment
and marginal performance to
help the organization achieve
an economy of scale.

Figure 2: The hidden costs of low use assets is not limited to vehicles
but also applies to equipment. However, assessing secondary markets
for assets of this type can be a little more challenging. Seasonal needs
or economic conditions can impact the demand for such assets.

Governments are generally
tasked with a broader scope
of services making economies
of scale much harder, if not impossible, to achieve. Furthermore, without the ability to account for outputs, the true
impact of fleet assets will be difficult to calculate and utilization may be left to normative statements provided by using
departments.
Ordinal Utility. Ordinal Utility is commonly used in agencies that derive some level of satisfaction from a good based
on a preference when comparing one good to another (Yohe,
2000). A ranking is all that is required in an Ordinal Utility
analysis. An example of Ordinal Utility may be the preferential ranking of one make or model of a type of pickup truck
that is compared to another based on a person’s bias or belief
rather than any actual measure of performance.
Cardinal Utility. Cardinal Utility relies on a measurable
difference between units being analyzed. Mileage, age, fuel
efficiencies, cost per meter, and downtime are examples of
differences that can be added into utilization and replacement calculations. Cardinal Utility should be the driving
strategy for developing a fleet replacement strategy as it
eliminates the politicization of the replacement process.
Currently the City of Dallas has the means to develop a
meaningful replacement model within the Asset Works Fleet
Management Software; however, the information gathered
for hours/miles and fuel consumption is questionable. This
basic information of hours/mileage and fuel consumption
are the building blocks of a meaningful utilization analysis
and replacement program (Platt, 2003).

Summary
Utilization Defined: To use, especially to make profitable or
effective use of. This definition of utilization is the ledge that

Generally speaking, low usage
assets can and should be
eliminated and a rental unit used
as needed.
many fleet managers get caught on. Whether a government
department or agency uses an asset in a profitable or effective
manner is often not the business of a fleet manager. However, what is reasonable is that assets that are identified as
low usage are not replaced as a matter of practice. Generally
speaking, low usage assets can and should be eliminated
and a rental unit used as needed. This strategy is ideal to
reduce the investment and expense associated with a low
usage condition.
Vincent C. Olsen can be reached at (214) 670-4903 or vincent.
olsen@dallascityhall.com.
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Select the right fleet management
system for your department
Keith Nicolson, CPFP
Fleet Manager
Benton County Fleet Services
Corvallis, Oregon
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J

ust like any professional, fleet
managers need the right tool for
the job. With ever-increasing
demands on fleet departments
for increased data tracking, reports,
financial accountability, analysis,
or integration with other systems,
selecting the right fleet management
system can have a big impact on daily
workloads and our ability to meet these
ever-increasing demands.

Fleet systems affect
many other parts of
your organization’s
operations, so it’s
important to identify
your stakeholders.

Whether you’re currently using the
pen and paper method, a home-grown
system, or a known fleet management
system, one of the first things to ask
is whether your current system meets
your needs or if you’re adapting your
needs to meet the system’s ability.
Too often, we find ourselves adapting
to what we have and not making the
software work for us.

Fleet departments no longer function
in silos, and neither should your fleet
management system. Take the time to
identify your stakeholders and understand the needs of all involved. Part
of this process might include helping
others understand the need for change
and how it might have a positive
impact on their jobs. Taking the time
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on the front end can help ensure you
get the right tool for the job and the
support for the change.

management system is only as good as
your data, and data integration helps
keep that data accurate.

Stakeholders

System flexibility: As your fleet grows,
so may your needs—and you don’t
want to purchase a new system every
time your needs change. Look for a
vendor that provides a system to meet
your needs today and with the capability to configure their software for
future needs.

Fleet systems affect many other parts of
your organization’s operations, so it’s
important to identify your stakeholders. Typically, these stakeholders might
include:
•

Technicians and staff members

•

Customers

•

IT department

•

Finance

•

Other departmental managers

If you’re looking at a new fleet management system, you or your stakeholders probably have a current or
future need that’s not being met. Take
the time to evaluate your operation to
determine what works well and where
you’re trying to go. Try to identify any
barriers that might be in place and
pinpoint possible solutions. Investing
time on the front end will not only
help ensure you get the right tool for
the job, but also provide you with
information you will need for your
purchase process. It’s one of the most
critical pieces of the process.
Data integration: The need to integrate with other systems is becoming
more common within our industry.
For example, perhaps you want to
import your fuel data transactions
from your onsite fueling system or an
external card lock. Without this data
you will be unable to accurately predict
things like preventive maintenance
(PM) schedules, run equipment cost
per mile, or life-to-date maintenance
(LTD) maintenance costs. To avoid the
errors and problems associated with
double entry, you’ll want your fleet
management system to integrate with
your financial system for billing, rate
recovery, replacement forecasting, etc.
You might also want your system to tie
into other areas, like payroll. Your fleet

Implementation is the
make-or-break point
for any software, so
the time to outline
your plan for getting
the software up and
running should be a
high priority.
Ease-of-use: As with any system,
usability will be key not only for the
administrative staff but also the technicians. If the system is not intuitive
and easy to use, people will find ways
not to use it. From the technician perspective, if you want staff to use realtime labor tracking, it should be quick
and intuitive—ensuring accurate data
collection while enabling maximum
shop floor productivity.

Implementation
As part of your evaluation of a fleet
management system, also consider
your needs regarding implementation
now—long before a purchase is made.
Implementation is the make-or-break
point for any software, so the time
to outline your plan for getting the
software up and running should be a
high priority.
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Implementation services: One strategy is to enlist the help of the experts.
Many fleet management system developers have implementation services,
which are generally designed to get
you up and running quickly as well as
reduce disruptions. Yes, it adds to the
cost. However, when you calculate the
costs of unused software sitting on your
computer, implementation services
usually look like a good deal.
Training: If there’s one area where you
don’t want to skimp, it’s training. Ask
about the training options available
from the software provider. Typically,
there’s three different types. Onsite
training includes a software trainer
that comes to your location and offers
hands-on support using your data and
your workflows. Classroom training is
another offering, where your employees travel to a training center. Last, but
not least, online training is efficient
and affordable for organizations that
need to train people in different locations with different schedules.
Maintenance and support: Fleet management systems often have programs
that include software updates, support
services, and other maintenance services. The idea is that you know whom to
call when you have questions or issues.
Software maintenance support varies
by vendor, so ask questions during your
initial research. Not all software support is equal.
A fleet management system is a big
investment for an organization, so
take the time to do it right. In the long
run, the effort will save you time and
money, both of which are in short supply with most fleet departments.
Keith Nicolson can be reached at (541)
766-6617 or keith.nicolson@co.benton.
or.us. This article originally ran in the
August 2018 issue of the APWA Reporter.
It is reprinted here with permission (by
us!).
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Sam P. Lamerato, CPFP, Retired
Superintendent of Fleet, City of Troy,
Michigan; Co-Owner, Public Fleet Advisors

R

ecent media coverage regarding public officials acting in an unprofessional and unethical manner has
put a spotlight on all government agencies, which
are entrusted to represent and protect the taxpayers
of their municipalities. Now more than ever, fleet
managers need to step up and be an example for all municipal employees by adhering to their organization’s code of
ethics and expecting their employees to do the same.
It is a slippery slope once you compromise your ethics. It
becomes very easy to justify this behavior, which causes the
behavior to escalate. Something as simple as skipping a class
at a conference to sightsee or play golf results in missing out
on education you could use to improve yourself and your
organization, and it’s a misuse of the taxpayers’ funds. Once
justified, this could move to misuse of municipal vehicles,
cell phones, municipal credit cards, salvage funds, rebates,
or doctored time sheets and expense reports, etc. Remember,
it takes years to build a solid reputation and one unethical
act to destroy it.
It is also important to safeguard your integrity when asked to
do something that may compromise it. Know your policies
and procedures for handling such a request. When in question, do not hesitate to e-mail the appropriate authority for
guidance, and do not act on the request until you receive an
e-mail in return. Always keep a hard copy of your question
and the response. If your agency does not have administrative memos in place on ethics, behavior and purchasing
procedures, encourage your human resources and purchasing departments to develop them and train all staff on their
implementation. Believing the saying “Better to ask for forgiveness than permission” could result in your termination.
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Ethical fleet managers with strong integrity will attract likeminded peers into their circle. Surround yourself with colleagues of the same integrity for their support and advice. Likewise, distance yourself from those who are not like-minded.
As fleet managers, we are responsible for millions of dollars
in assets and budget funds. We are entrusted to make the
correct decisions when expending taxpayer dollars. Your
decisions must only benefit the residents, business owners
and municipality, not yourself or your vendor relationship.
Even when away from your leadership position, be aware that
your behavior is scrutinized and can reflect negatively on you
as well as on your municipality. With today’s age of social
media, what you say and do can be shared worldwide within
seconds. Use common sense and be professional at all times.
Sam Lamerato can be reached at sam@publicfleetadvisors.com.

NOW AVAILABLE!
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MEMBERS: $96
NONMEMBERS: $192
Ronnie Owens and Jeff Vories using the
Vactor truck to repair a water service line
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ETHICS FOR PUBLIC WORKS PROFESSIONALS
This course is designed for individuals who are interested in exploring both personal and professional
ethics. This course provides practical advice on ethics and emphasizes the importance of ethical behavior
in personal and professional interactions. It provides real-world examples, as well as advice in dealing with
the non-technical aspects of our profession. CEUs: eligible for .2 CEUs upon completion.

ETHICS FOR PUBLIC WORKS SUPERVISORS
This course is designed for individuals who are interested in exploring ethics in supervision and
management. Sometimes public works professionals are faced with difficult public policy choices that
may stretch our ethical boundaries. Leading in the context of our own ethics is challenging enough,
but leaders must also manage the ethics of others and discover how to create and maintain an ethical
culture. Public works leaders must walk the talk, set the tone, hold themselves accountable, and strive to
create a culture of openness, democracy, merit, and creativity. Only by exercising the principles of ethical
leadership can we meet the challenges of the future and sustain the public’s trust in our decisions and
stewardship of public resources. CEUs: eligible for .2 CEUs upon completion.

Start your APWA e-Learning journey today!
For more information go to www.apwa.net/elearning or send an email to lms@apwa.net.
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Revisiting the economic theory of
vehicle replacement
Vincent C. Olsen, CPFP
Fleet Manager III
City of Dallas, Texas

A

t first glance it may seem like
a simple visual representation
of an idea that relates money
and time. Its name implies it
is a theory, and worse yet it
has to do with economics, which may
cause sudden drowsiness for some. For

others it may be a flashback to a notso-pleasant experience in an algebra
class. What can you really do with such
a model?
This model (Figure 1) speaks volumes
about an agency’s decision making,
not just in the budget office but also

There is a direct inverse
relationship between the
increasing age of an asset
and a declining value that
it returns to the agency.
on the shop floor. This model, and the
idea it conveys, is a critical instrument
in the management of public investment and a fiduciary obligation of
every fleet manager.

Why is it so valuable?
It is a place where you can tell a
detailed story that quantifies decisions, forecasts outcomes and provides
weighted arguments when tough decisions need to be made.
You can add a secondary axis, manipulate both the “X” and “Y” axis to forecast outcomes, and add ideas such as
multiple markets to quantify decisions.
You can even add a secondary axis for
downtime to discover opportunity
costs. This model can be developed in
the simplest terms or the most robust
depending on your audience.

Theory explained

Figure 1 (source: APWA)

The idea is that there is a direct inverse
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relationship between the increasing
age of an asset and a declining value
that it returns to the agency. This
notion is expressed in the downward
sloping curve as “Asset Value” and the
upward sloping “Operations Cost”
curve. The entire idea is captured in
the “U” shaped curve titled “Total” or
total cost curve. At the point where the
“cost” and “operating” curves intersect
is also the lowest point in the “Total”
cost curve. This spot also marks the
lowest cost of ownership and is generally the most financially advantageous
time to replace a unit.

Figure 2

Theory exercised
To better understand this concept and
see it in action let’s build the model
from scratch. This example includes an
investment of a vehicle with an optimum lifecycle of five years. To move
forward we need to discuss an accounting principle known as The Matching
Principle. The Matching Principle ties
the rate of depreciation to the higher
level of outputs associated with a newer
vehicle. An asset such as a vehicle is
driven more when it is newer and thus
is being consumed at a higher rate
earlier in its lifecycle. This explains, in
part, the accelerated rate of depreciation early in the unit’s lifecycle. What
becomes a slippery slope for governments is that they rarely capture outputs, or the marginal performance of
such investments. Conversely, private
markets are motivated by performance
in the margins to make such investments, or not. While the lowest cost of
ownership is indicated at the five-year
(Figure 2) mark, additional information
is added to better utilize the model. We
will add a second piece of information
to explore the value derived from the
bid process or the cooperative purchasing system.

Know your market
Generally, cities purchase vehicles and
equipment at significant discounts
through cooperative purchase programs such as state bids or rely on a
sealed bid process. These processes
are aimed at providing cities with the
lowest possible price as well as ensur-

Figure 3

ing a level playing field for all possible
vendors. Cities use their collective
demand for vehicles and equipment
to create a highly competitive market.
These conditions create a market that is
unique to government and big business and is not offered to the public.
In this hyper-competitive market cities
can identify the potential for savings
and realize the lowest cost of ownership. In the next model we will add a
second market depreciation curve that
represents the impact of this hypercompetitive market.
In Model Example II (Figure 3) we can
see that both capital investments in
vehicles for the government agency’s
(red line) as well as the Fair Market
Value (blue line) for private parties are
subject to losses in the early lifecycle.
However, cities benefit from greater
buying power and a lower price entry
www.apwa.net
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point and a reduced level of loss. In this
example the prime difference driving
this reduced loss is attributed to a discounted retail price derived from the
competitive bid process or the cooperative purchasing strategy.
The outlier here is the secondary
market for these vehicles. As the price
of new vehicles increases annually the
secondary market for used vehicles also
grows. Managing the lifecycle of these
assets to the point that investment
loss is minimized (through completive
purchase strategies and by maximizing residual values), unit availability is
maximized, and investment in operating costs is also minimized is the asset
manager’s objective.
Vincent C. Olsen can be reached at
(214) 670-4903 or vincent.olsen@
dallascityhall.com.
September 2018
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SNOW

2019

NORTH AMERICAN

CONFERENCE

SALT LAKE CITY, UT
MAY 19-22, 2019

Mark Your

CALENDAR!
2019
EVENTS

SEPTEMBER 8-11, 2019

Territory Sales Representative job in Multiple Cities
USA, Multiple Cities, $110k+ (target comp) with benefits
Organization: IMS Infrastructure Management Services

•

To act as a primary client liaison for the duration of any
project sold and ensure that the project scope is adhered to
throughout the entire assignment

•

To ensure each project is moving forward toward completion

Job Category: Transportation, Engineering and Technology
Job Type: Full-Time
Country: USA
State/Province: Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia

Job Activities Include:
•
40% travel to clients and prospects
•

Direct one on one contact with key client personnel and
decision makers for cities and counties either by phone, e-mail
and onsite visits. The Client Services Manager is expected to
maintain ongoing, effective communication with clients to
ensure the successful completion of each project.

•

Development and completion of client contact program
consisting of identifying target markets, initiating contact
and client follow-up.

•

Identifying, locating and securing requests for proposals,
production and submission of technically correct-winning
proposal documents. Compelling writing is key!

•

Completion of onsite interviews and shortlist presentations.

•

Distribution of marketing materials and quotes to potential
clients.

•

Communication with business partners including the passing of potential leads and partnering opportunities.

•

Management of each project from notice-to-proceed
through to delivery of the final deliverables.

•

Management and updating of marketing materials and client database.

•

Review of monthly invoicing and accounts receivable.

City: Multiple Cities
Salary and Benefits: $110k+ (target comp) with benefits
Post Date: 08/01/2018
IMS is a growing pavement analysis company with operations
across North America. For more than 30 years, we have used
high-tech equipment to scan streets, sidewalks, and other roadrelated assets for city and county governments.
We are looking for extremely talented individuals to join the
team of Client Services Managers (CSMs). Our CSMs are the key
revenue and growth drivers at IMS who are responsible for all
client management activities during the full life cycle of a project.
They are our version of a business development professional who
manages each project from start to finish. The CSMs are responsible for acquiring work in their assigned territory and ensuring we
end with a satisfied client upon completion of each assignment.
We ensure that each CSM has a steady stream of qualified leads
from our team of Marketing Coordinators, so our reps spend their
time bringing deals to close, not identifying leads.
Candidate Competencies
Successful applicants will demonstrate the following
characteristics:
•

Grit and Initiative: Willing to do whatever it takes to
overcome challenges and obstacles. Can think of creative
solutions to problems that appear to have none.

•

Interpersonal Intelligence: Able to rapidly build relationships over phone or e-mail and navigate conversations with
diverse individuals. Can intuit the needs of a potential client.

Benefits + Compensation
•
Healthy base salary (50% of targeted total comp) and a
commission structure without a ceiling.
•

Health, dental, and life insurance as well as Simple IRA with
matching contributions.

•

Travel expense account for costs of travel to clients and
prospects.

•

Willingness to Learn: Does not feel the pressure to know
the answer to every question, but can apply robust thinking
and an inquisitive attitude to learn what is necessary.

•

Grace Under Pressure: Can prioritize decisions and activities for maximum impact even in the midst of stress and
distraction.

•

Undergraduate education preferred

•

Job Responsibilities:
•
To secure contracts with previous or existing IMS clients in
a given territory and maintain a strong relationship

4+ years of sales experience selling to governments or businesses

•

An intermediate knowledge of the Microsoft Office suite

•

To develop new relationships and win new clients in a
given territory

•

To help establish new products and services for IMS

Requirements/Preferences
•
Experience selling professional services to municipal governments preferred

Candidate will be required to complete a drug screen and background check.
To apply, contact Derek Turner, Principal, IMS Infrastructure
Management Services, dturner@ims-rst.com, (480) 462-4009.
www.apwa.net
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EDUCATION CALENDAR
For more information about these programs or to register online, visit www.apwa.net/Events.
Program information will be updated as it becomes available.
Questions? Call the Professional Development Department at 1-800-848-APWA.

2018
September 13

Talking Top Tech: Geographic Information Systems (GIS)/Mapping

September 17-20

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

September 27

Spec Writing 101

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

October 11

Talking Top Tech: Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)/Drones

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

October 18

Research: Where to Look for Winter Answers

November 12-15

CSM, CPII and CPFP Certification Exams (computer-based testing)

December 6

Talking Top Tech: GPS/Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL)

May 19-22

2019 North American Snow Conference, Salt Lake City, UT

September 8-11

2019 PWX, Seattle, WA

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

2019

CLICK, LISTEN & LEARN

= Click, Listen & Learn program (Free to Members)
= Live Conference (Paid Registration)
= Certification Exam
= Web-based training

APWA members may access past Click, Listen & Learn programs from the Members’ Library at no cost. Programs can be
streamed to your computer via the link found in the library.
If you have expertise that you would like to share, please use the online Call for Presentations form to describe your expertise
and perspective on the topic. www.apwa.net/callforpresentations/
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Products in the News
SNO-FLO: Snow & Ice Anti-Stick Coating

natural light and spacious interiors without support posts,
allowing easy clearance for forklifts, dump trucks, skid
loaders, conveyers and other heavy machinery. Hercules
Truss Arch Buildings can be custom engineered to fit
the building requirements of the specific location. With
minimal foundation requirements, the structures can
be permanent or temporary, and are easy to relocate. For
more information, please visit www.clearspan.com or call
1.866.643.1010.

Let copperprotection.
com help you keep the
lights on

SNO-FLO is a new anti-stick coating that makes the job
easier for public works departments when removing snow
from downtown areas. SNO-FLO prevents high moisturecontent snow from sticking to your truck beds and loader
buckets so it slides right out when you get to the dumpsite.
No more costly delays caused by manually removing the
snow from your truck bed! Apply SNO-FLO in seconds with
our 25-gallon or 60-gallon powered sprayers. No mixing!
Call 1-800-688-6221 or visit www.rhomar.com.

Design-Build Storage Solutions from ClearSpan™
Fabric Structures

The Copper Lock Door is
a hardened aluminum
replacement door for your
streetlight transformer
base that has an integrated
locking mechanism to
help prevent theft. Our
patent pending design uses
a separate unique locking
bolt to secure the sliding
plate and help prevent
any unauthorized removal of the door. No modifications
are required to the transformer base to make the Copper
Lock Door fit securely, plus it installs in seconds. Let
copperprotection.com help you keep the lights on! Contact
us through our website at copperprotection.com or call
(918) 381-2133 for additional information.

EZ-Liner Industries
introduces a
pavement marking
truck designed
specifically for the
public works market

ClearSpan Fabric Structures is the industry-leading
manufacturer of tension fabric buildings, offering
American-made structures with in-house engineering,
manufacturing and installation. These structures provide
energy-efficient, economical solutions for equipment
storage, warehousing sand and salt storage, and more.
ClearSpan Hercules Truss Arch Buildings feature abundant

The ValuLiner from
EZ-Liner is big enough
to fill the need of most cities and counties and is yet small
enough to fit most streets and cul-de-sacs with ease. Its
simple design and operation are designed for those “once
a year” operators that want a professional-looking end
product. And that’s not all—the ValuLiner is priced so every
budget can afford it! Visit www.ezliner.com to learn more.
continued on page 67
www.apwa.net
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ADVERTORIAL

Four questions to ask before
purchasing a digital printer
T

he adoption of digital traffic sign
printers continues to grow as sign
producers realize the ability to create
long-lasting signage easily and more
creatively. For sign producers considering purchasing their first digital printer
or those seeking a new option, many
factors go into the decision to make a
purchase that will impact the operation for the next decade and beyond.
For sign production operations, these
considerations include ease of use, cost
efficiency, print durability and sign
performance. This purchase should
also establish a partnership with the
64
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supplier, so purchasing organizations
must also consider the company’s track
record of customer service, product innovation and transparency with customers.
When purchasing a digital printer, the
supplier should answer every question,
fully explain the warranties and be forthcoming about the product.
Purchasing a digital printer is a big
decision because of the costs and the
expected lifespan. To make the most
informed decision, organizations
should research each supplier and their
available printers. By asking “who,
what, when and where” about their

/

www.apwa.net

company and the printers, organizations can find the best fit and make an
informed decision.

Who is producing all of the
necessary accessories?
The best printer is one that benefits the
organization’s long-term needs while
staying within budget. The first step to
making a successful printer purchase is
to research suppliers and their printer
options. Learn about the company’s
history in the industry and determine
which company’s products best suit
the needs of your organization. But
while the digital printer is the primary

Avery Dennison provides the installation, printer, ink, sheeting,
overlay, laminator, and service support—so there is no question of
who to call or who guarantees your sign performance.

this timeline and the associated costs.
Unfortunately, not all warranties are
created equal and each requires careful
examination of the coverage. This is
especially important when purchasing
from a supplier that doesn’t produce
all of the accessories needed to use the
digital printer.
Avery Dennison includes graffiti protection and industry-leading warranties with permanent TrafficJet™ signs
on T6500 High-Intensity and T11500
OmniCube™ prismatic sheeting.
The OL1000 Anti-Graffiti Protective
Overlay Film does not allow markings
to penetrate past the surface, meaning they can be easily wiped away. The
OL1000 film also has UV inhibitors
that extend the sign life. TrafficJet™
printed T6500 High-Intensity signs
carry a 12-year warranty and T11500
OmniCube signs carry a 15-year warranty, as well as a 10-year warranty on
custom colors for both.

Where will I turn for help?

piece of equipment in the sign-making
process, there are several other necessary components that will be required.
Does the supplier develop its own
ink and sheeting? Does the company
guarantee the sign’s performance completely, or only the factors related to
its own products? The TrafficJet™ Print
System by Avery Dennison is the only
digital traffic sign system 100% backed
by a single supplier, creating one point
of contact for all customer needs. With
every printer, Avery Dennison provides
the installation, printer, ink, sheeting,
overlay, laminator and service support.
Taking a deep dive into the company
will help determine the scope of the
products and services available.

What are the true costs of owning
and operating this printer?
The “sticker price” of the digital printer
will drive much of the purchasing deci-

sion. But like with any major purchase,
what you see listed is not always what
you’ll end up paying when all factors
are considered. What is the anticipated
power consumption over the life of the
machine? Is there a cost for training?
Service and maintenance? Software?
Replacement print heads? These additional costs add up, particularly when
considering the long lifespan this digital printer will be in operation. Knowing what to ask at the time of purchase
can save an organization from a lot of
unexpected costs in the long run.

When is the true warranty period?
With knowledge of the printer’s basics,
the timeline associated with the printer and its costs will help bring comparative data into the decision-making
process. The warranty of digitally
printed signs is one of the most important considerations when estimating
www.apwa.net
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Buyers want to know where to go when
they need assistance. Resources should
be easily available to customers so that
printer questions and issues are dealt
with in a timely manner. Question
the training available, ease of use and
resources that come with the printer.
Find out where to go for help.
Because Avery Dennison is a single
supplier, customers contact them for
every need instead of being transferred
to another company for assistance. The
TrafficJet™ Print System includes professional onsite installation and training with additional online support videos and guides for organizations. Also,
exclusive access to the Certified Digital
Traffic Converter (CDTC) program
gives organizations the knowledge to
successfully use the print systems to its
highest capabilities.
Avery Dennison is a time-proven supplier of reflective material solutions
with warranties that leave no grey area
in offering industry-leading protection.
To learn more about the digital printing solutions from Avery Dennison,
visit Reflectives.AveryDennison.com.
September 2018
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
POT HOLE PROBLEMS? Stop, Drop and Load
Trial Offer
transpo.com/bondade

BONDADE

®

Improve Bond with
No Mess, No Smell
Call: 800-321-7870
Email: info@transpo.com

AMP® up your Salt Brine Performance
®

Load faster and more efficiently with a Lo Riser Inclining Platform Trailer. A flip of a switch
hydraulically lowers the deck to ground height providing smooth, drive-on access. The 4° load
angle then allows equipment with as little as a 1/2 inch ground clearance to easily drive up the
built-in ramp. But there's more...
• Models with GVWR of 8,500, 13,500, 15,500, 17,650 & 19,725 lbs
• 4 to 1 Payload to Weight Ratio
• High Strength Steel Construction

Call 800-369-5365 for Information!
www.advancemetalworking.com

4 Degree
Load Angle
®

Inclining Platform Trailers - Stop, Drop and Load®

*shown with optional paint color

Manufactured by:
The Advance Metalworking Company, Inc.

AMP® enhances salt brine so it
sticks to roads, making it ideal for
anti-icing before a winter storm
AMP® increases melting capacity
75% over salt brine maximizing
effectiveness as a deicer

Call 800-369-3878

envirotechservices.com
KEEP YOUR SAND AND SALT COVERED WITH A

CLEARSPAN STRUCTURE

• Dust Control
• De-Icing
• Full depth Reclamation
• Water Treatment
610- 298-1122

F or nearly 40 years C lear s pan F abriC
s truCtures has been covering sand and salt

with structural solutions that protect and provide
easy access.
www . Clearspan . Com
or call 1 . 8 6 6 . 6 4 3 . 1 0 1 0

V isit

SALES@USchlorides.com

CFA Software

Fleet Maintenance & Inventory Control Software

and it’s affiliates

Why CFA

Sidewalk Conditions Assessments
Trip Hazard Repair

Optimize Fleet Productivity Software?


Evaluate & Improve Fuel Economy



Over 45 Years
Experience

Superior Product
Support



Automate PM Tracking





Increase Warranty Recovery



Low TCO



Analyze Life-Cycle Costs & Trends



Implementation
Assistance FREE





Mechanic-Friendly ShopFloor for
ROs & Time Capture

Safest sidewalks, best technology.

Manage Service Requests with
e-Service Request

Call for Demo
800.437.6001
CFASoftware.com

THE EASIEST
WAY TO BUILD
PRECAST CONCRETE BUILDINGS
VERSATILE • DURABLE • SECURE

EASISETBUILDINGS.COM
866.252.8210
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www.SafeSidewalks.com
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Post Pulling
Made Easy!
• Fast, easy, safe
sign post pulling
• Lightweight,
powerful all
steel construction
• Increase efficiency
& reduce costs
• Pulls U channel,
square & round posts

John Bosman, AIA, ALA, LEED AP
(847) 395-6800
Public Works
Construction Management Specialists

Construction Accessories, Inc.
937.429.9089 • Sales@JackJaw.com
www.jackjaw.com
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Take it to
dock height
with Advance
Metalworking’s
Lift-a-load
Elevating
Platform Trailer

CA Public Works 2.125x3 Ad_F.indd 1

Products in the News continued from page 63

3/15/12 5:36 PM

Need to go to
dock height?
The Lift-a-Load
Elevating Platform Trailer is a unique hydraulic elevating
trailer designed to make your deliveries safer, easier and
more efficient—and it will elevate to dock height or approx.
52 inches high. Essentially a portable loading dock, the
Lift-a-Load can also be hydraulically lowered to ground
height providing a minimum loading angle for fast, driveon access. These trailers are available with straight tongue
to gooseneck hitch, single or dual axle with capacities from
4,400 to 15,000 lbs. All trailers are custom-built to order and
can be modified to suit your specific requirements. For more
information, please visit www.advancemetalworking.com.

A powerful
tracked sidewalk
plow
The new
Cameleon® Series
2 from RPM Tech
is a compact
tracked sidewalk
plow that has all
the key features
for outstanding
performances.
The combination of its powerful 115 hp engine, robust
track system, and ideal weight produces an unequaled
pushing power. Whether on a thick layer of snow or sloped

terrain, it can manage greater loads without sliding. With
a working speed of 11 mph, the Cameleon® Series 2 allows
municipality maintenance crews to clear greater sidewalk
length with less equipment. The unit can also carry a variety
of attachments such as snow blower, plow, and spreader. For
more information, call RPM Tech at 1-800-631-9297 or visit
www.rpmtechgroup.com.

Automated brine
production and
blending with VariTech
Industries
Our fully-automated,
accurate brine production
system produces clean,
consistent brine with
the touch of a button.
The Brine Boss® features
up-flow design, color
touchscreen, security
settings, and advanced
data tracking. Add our
automated blending
machine to new or
existing tank units for
the added capability to
mix the right product for
your environment. Our
Blend BossTM standalone
three-product chemical
blender quickly and
accurately blends based on volume. Together, our Brine Boss
and Blend Boss systems produce accurate, effective blends
while providing long-term savings including reduced labor,
material and application costs. For more information, visit
www.varitech-industries.com/Automate or call 1-888-2080686.
www.apwa.net
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WORLD OF PUBLIC WORKS CALENDAR
UPCOMING APWA EVENTS

National Public Works Week: May 19 – 25, 2019
Always the third full week in May. For more information,
contact David Dancy at (800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to
ddancy@apwa.net.

PWX
2019		 Sept. 8–11			

Seattle, WA

For more information, contact David Dancy at
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to ddancy@apwa.net.

North American Snow Conference
2019 May 19-22 Salt Lake City, UT
For more information, contact Brenda Shaver at
(800) 848-APWA or send e-mail to bshaver@apwa.net.

SEPTEMBER 2018
4-7

Floodplain Management Association, 2018 FMA
Annual Conference, Reno, NV, www.floodplain.org

13

Talking Top Tech: Geographic Information Systems
(GIS)/Mapping, (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

17-19

National Rural Water Association, WaterPro
Conference, Fort Worth, TX, www.nrwa.org

17-20

APWA: CSM, CIPP and CPFP Certification Exams
(computer-based testing), (800) 848-APWA, www.
apwa.net

23-26

American Public Transportation Association, 2018
Annual Meeting, www.apta.com

27

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Spec Writing 101,”
(800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

OCTOBER 2018
3-7

Society of American Foresters, SAF National
Convention, Portland, OR, www.eforester.org

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS

11

Talking Top Tech: Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS)/Drones, (800) 848-APWA, www.apwa.net

18

APWA Click, Listen & Learn, “Research: Where
to Look for Winter Answers,” (800) 848-APWA,
www.apwa.net

22-25

National Parking Association, 2018 NPA
Convention & Expo, Las Vegas, NV, www.
npaconvention.org

NOVEMBER 2018
4-8

American Water Resources Association, 2018
AWRA Annual Conference, Baltimore, MD, www.
awra.org

5-6

The Canadian Council for Public-Private
Partnerships, 26th Annual Conference, Toronto,
ON, http://www.p3-2018.ca/

8-10

Tree Care Industry Association, TCI Expo 2018,
Charlotte, NC, www.tcia.org

14-16

Greenbuild International Conference and Expo,
Chicago, IL, www.greenbuildexpo.com

When you contact an advertiser regarding a product, please tell them you saw their ad
in the APWA Reporter. Thanks! – The Editor
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www.volvoce.com/gov

Everything you need.
Plus equipment.
From safety/operator training and equipment management technologies, to custom solutions
engineered to meet specialized job requirements, United Rentals offers much more than just
the world’s largest rental fleet. It takes a lot to get the job done right. We’re here to help.

UnitedRentals.com | 800.UR.RENTS
© 2017 United Rentals, Inc.

Your excavator procurement process just got easier.

FIND YOUR EX FACTOR
With the Volvo EW60E.
The EW60E wheeled excavator from Volvo redefines
the role of an excavator in a government fleet. With
travel speeds up to 18 mph, a lighter footprint for
reduced ground disturbance and all the power of
many comparable tracked machines — the EW60E is the clear choice for roadside
and urban work. And with an NJPA-awarded contract, you’ll save time and money by
choosing Volvo. That’s our Ex Factor. Learn more at volvoce.com/gov.

Push Boundaries.

